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Back ground -

Q 1. Do you consume soft drink?

For FMCG products like soft drinks the consumers usually may

not be brand loyal and brand switching and consumer

preferences may change from time to time. In order to ascertain

the above statement a market survey was carried out in Pune city

on 5 major soft drink brands namely Pepsi, Coca-Cola, Thums

Up, Sprite and Mirinda by selecting 104 Nos, of respondents in

the group of 21 to 25 years, during 2006 1. Repeated sampling

was carried out in 2007 2 and 2009 . It was obviously not possible

approach the same respondents in subsequent years. Hence

similar selection criteria were used for all 3 years of survey i.e.

i). College students in the age group of 21 to 25 years were

considered.

ii). Minimum qualification was graduation.

sKurtkoti, A & Joseph, S (2007, Jan-Feb), Yeh Dil Mangge

More?, Indiana Times, p 22-25

Kurtkoti, A, Jain,S & Datta, B (2009, Jan-June), Health

Hazards & Its Impact on Colas Consumption, Would this Lead

to End of Cola's Era?-A Case Study, CJMR, P 2-7

Analysis and Findings-

The results of the survey are outlined below-
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Consumers Perception and Brand Preferences of

Five Major Soft Drinks Brands in Pune City

Ashok Kurtkoti*
Dr. Surbhi Jain**
Bidhan Datta***

*Asst. Professor, MIT School of Business, Pune.
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ABSTRACT-

For FMCG products like Soft drinks the consumer perception and brand preferences may change from time to

time. This research paper unfolds the market survey results of 5 major brands namely Pepsi, Coco-cola, Thumps-

Up, Sprite and Mirinda from 2006 to 2009 in Pune city.

YEAR 2006 2007 2009

YES 75 104 92

NO 29 Nil 12

Table No. 1
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Fig. No. 1

Findings:

Q. 2 Which soft drink do you prefer most?

Consumption has gone up to 100% instead of 72% in year
2006 2007.
Consumption has gone down from 100% to 89% in year
2007- 2009.

2006 2007 2009

ThumUp 24 33 39

Sprite 11 26 24

Coca-Cola 25 25 10

Mirinda 11 14 10

Pepsi 16 13 05

Any other Nil Nil 12

Total 87 111 100

Table No. 2
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Note:- As respondents had an option to select more than one

drink, the total preferences can be more than the sample size.

Brand preferences in terms of ranking is given in table no. 3

Brand \ Year 2006 2007 2009

ThumUp 02 01 01

Sprite 04 02 02

Coca-Cola 01 03 04

Mirinda 04 04 04

Pepsi 03 05 06

Any other 06 06 03

Table No. 3
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Findings:

In 2006 Coca-Cola and Thumps Up were preferred most

followed by Pepsi.

In 2007 Thumps-Up was a winner followed by Sprite.

In 2009 again Thumps-up was first preference followed by

Sprite.

Surprisingly Pepsi preference moved to lower position in 2007

and the lowest position in2009.

The other soft drinks like Maaza,Slice,7-Up , Fanta ,Mountain

Dew were also in the preference list in 2009.

Fig. No. 2

Attribute Refreshing Flavor Trendy

006 007 009 006 007 009 006 007 2009

Pepsi 1 9 5 4 3 1 8 2 35

Coca-Cola 1 9 5 8 8 3 0 3 37

Thums Up 0 8 6 3 1 6 7 5 30

Sprite 5 0 5 2 2 7 5 7 23

\Mirinda 8 1 8 0 4 1 3 4 13

Any Other 6 0 - 6 2 19

Total 5 57 05 7 28 24 5 51 157

Q 3. What is your perception of different soft drink

available in the market?

The perception was found on 3 attributes namely refreshing,

flavor and trendy

Note:- As respondents had an option to select more than one

drink, the total perception can be more than the sample size.

The most refreshing drink in 2006 was Pepsi followed by

Coco-cola and Thumps-Up.

In 2007, Thumps-Up has taken over Pepsi and was followed by

Mirinda ,

In 2009 Thumps-Up was once again the winner and was

followed by Sprite.

Findings:

Table No. 4
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Refreshing: Fig. No. 3
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Findings:
In 2006 Coca-Cola is preferred as the most flavored drink
followed by Pepsi and Thums Up .

Flavor: Fig. No. 4
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In 2007 and 2009 the consumer perception on flavor has shifted to Mirinda followed by Coca-Cola
Pepsi is considered as 3rd choice in 2007 and 2009.
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Mirinda

Any other

Trendy Fig. No. 5:
Findings:
The most trendy soft drinks is all 3 years in Coca-Cola followed by both Pepsi & Thums Up.
Due to paucity of funds it was not possible to select a larger sample size. Hence the results obtained are indicative only.

The top position held by respective brand on yearly basis is shown in Table No. 5

Conclusions

The consumption has shown on upward trend from 2006-2007. However from 2007 to 2009, consumption has moved down. Perhaps

this may be due to the fact that more and more respondents becoming weight conscious in 2009.

The consumer preferences have shown a radical shift from one brand to another during year on year period under study.

5 major brands of soft drinks differ in terms on consumer perception measured in terms of refreshing , flavor, attributes.

It is the evident from the table no. 5 that Thums Up is considered very refreshing in 2007 and 2009 and has taken over Pepsi. As far as

flavor and Trendy attributes are concerned Mirinda and Coca-Cola are the ultimate winners respectively.

When quizzed on preferences, Thums Up is an obvious choice.

Surprisingly, by and large Pepsi occupies lower position.

Attributes Refreshing Flavour Trendy

Year 2006 2007 2009 2006 2007 2009 2006 2007 2009

Brand Pepsi Thums Up Thums Up Coca-
Cola

Mirinda Mirinda Coca-
Cola

Coca-
Cola

Coca-
Cola

Table No. 5



At the macroeconomic level, maintaining a stable exchange rate

at an appropriate level is crucial for successful exporting.

Discussions on the impact of exchange rate changes on trade

flows have frequently emphasized the effects of exchange rate

volatility on trade, or the contribution of currency depreciations

to the removal of temporary imbalances in a country's current

account (Saiket Sinha Roy, 2001).

In its treatment of the impact of exchange rate changes on

international trade flows, the standard international trade theory

emphasizes the mechanism that removes temporary imbalances

in a country's current account. It shows that a real depreciation of

the domestic currency reduces import demand and increases

export demand for goods and services, thus restoring current

account balance if the sum of the relative price elasticities of

export and import demand exceeds unity (Salvatore, 2006). The

empirical evidence, in general shows that a real depreciation of

the domestic currency improves the export competitiveness of

the country (Trade Development Report, 2004)). An increase in

the relative prices of exportable commodities in a country must

be compensated by an equivalent depreciation of currency vis-à-

vis the currency of the competitor. If currency depreciation is

more than the relative increase in the export prices, then the

country will be able to maintain competitive advantage in the

exports. It is, therefore, necessary to analyze the export

competitiveness of an economy in terms of price changes and

consequent exchange rate changes.

Considering the above argument that the exchange rate changes

in tune with price changes can improve the export

competitiveness of an economy, this paper tries to find out the

relative price and exchange rate movements in selected Asian

countries and how these movements have affected the exports

and imports among these countries as well as the implications for

the exchange rate policy in India. It is necessary to mention that

this study exclusively pertains to relation between prices,

exchange rates and exports and does not consider the effect of

other factors that determine export competitiveness such as

demand and supply elasticities of exports and imports, trade

policies etc.

The data for the relative export prices as well as the bilateral

exchange rates is collected from International Financial Statistics

Yearbook for different years. Since the unit value index of

exports of manufacturing goods are not readily available

separately for developing countries, the study uses the unit value

index of overall exports. The data for exports and imports values

is collected from International Trade Statistics Yearbook Volume

I for different years.

The study pertains to selected Asian countries including India,

China, Malaysia, Indonesia, Singapore and Thailand

representing the Newly Industrialized Economies (NIEs) from

East and South East Asia. The study considers time period from

1993 to 2004 as this is the period when India introduced and

implemented trade reforms while the Asian countries

experienced the financial crisis and reemerged from the crisis.

For analyzing the trends in changes in relative prices, exchange

rates and exports and imports, the study considers three years-

1993, 1999 and 2004.

The methodology used is quite simple. The relative price ratios

between the selected Asian countries have been calculated by

using the unit value index for exports in each country.

For instance, the relative price ratio between India and Malaysia

5Prices, Exchange Rates and Export Competitiveness: A Comparative Study of India Vis-A-Vis Selected Asian Countries

Prices, Exchange Rates and Export Competitiveness:
A Comparative Study of India Vis-A-Vis Selected
Asian Countries

*Head Research, Vishwakarma Intsitute of Management, Pune.

Abstract:

The macroeconomic theory as well as the empirical evidence from many countries suggests that the real depreciation of
domestic currency improves the export competitiveness of the country. An increase in domestic prices of exportable
commodities must be compensated by an equivalent depreciation of domestic currency vis-à-vis the currency of the
competitor. Considering this approach this paper tries to analyze the relative price and exchange rate movements in
selected Asian countries vis-à-vis India during 1993 and 2004 and their consequences on exports and imports between
among these countries. The paper reflects that in terms of real values though India's exports were greater than her
imports from selected Asian countries on account of price competitiveness, in terms of growth rates our exports growth
rate was much lower than our imports growth rate as the real depreciation of Indian Rupee was much lower than the
price rise in India as compared to that in selectedAsian countries.

Key words: depreciation, exchange rate changes, relative prices, price competitiveness.

Dr. Girija Nimgaonkar*



has been calculated as Px i/ Px m, where Pxi indicates price of

exports in India and Pxm indicates price of exports in Malaysia.

Similarly the values of relative exchange rates for each country

have been calculated in order to analyze the exchange rate

changes in one country vis-à-vis that in another country. If the

relative exchange rate is greater than the relative price ratio, then

the country concerned has advantageous position in terms of

exports. Thus, for example,

ERim >Pxi/Pxm, then i has advantageous position in terms of

exports in relation to m.

Where,

ERi,m is exchange rate between India and Malaysia

Pxi/Pxm is the price ratio between these two countries.

Then these price ratios and exchange rates have been compared

with the exports and imports of each country to another country

in the selected group of countries. Greater the value of relative

prices greater should be the relative exchange rate between two

countries to gain the price competitiveness. If we could find out

whether exchange rate has moved in accordance with relative

price changes and resulting changes in exports and imports

between selected countries, it will be possible to analyze the

extent of price competitiveness of exports as well as role of

exchange rates in attaining that.

The following tables reflect the exchange rate changes, relative

price changes and export-import movements during 1993, 1999

and 2004 in relation with that in each of the selected Asian

countries.

Table 1reflects the relative price ratios, exchange rates and trade

between the selected countries and India

Source: Calculations on the basis of data from International

Financial statistics yearbook and International Trade statistics

Yearbook, for 1993,1999 and 2004.

The table reflects that during 1993, the price

ratio between India and Indonesia was quite low reflecting the

low level of inflation in India as compared to that in Indonesia

while the exchange rate between the two countries was also low

reflecting the appreciated Rupee vis-à-vis Indonesian Rupiah.

But the trade between the two countries shows that the exports

from India in that year exceeded the imports from Indonesia. One

of the reasons behind this can be possibly explained as the

exchange rate appreciation of Indian rupee in relation with

Indonesian Rupiah was much lower than that in case of other

currencies such as Baht or Singapore Dollar. This gave India

some price advantage for increasing her exports to Indonesia. In

1999, however, the relative prices increased to a great extent as

compared to that in 1993, while the exchange rate did not move

accordingly. There was further appreciation of rupee and it

obviously resulted into greater imports from Indonesia than the

exports. In 2004, there was again decline in the relative price ratio

accompanied by slight appreciation of exchange rate. But due to

the appreciation of rupee the decline in the price level did not get

reflected into greater exports to Indonesia.

In 1993, the price ratio in India was higher and

the exchange rate was also high reflecting depreciation of rupee.

But this favorable exchange rate movement did not get reflected

into exports and imports as the imports from Malaysia were

slightly higher than the exports from India in this year. The

depreciation of rupee could not get reflected into higher exports

to Malaysia due to increased competition from Indonesia for

exports in this market on account of greater depreciation of

rupiah. In 1999, there was further increase in the price levels

while the exchange rate was slightly appreciated. The

movements in exports and imports reflected these changes as

imports moved up at quite a faster rate than the exports. In 2004,

however, there was decline in relative price level but there was

also an appreciation of the exchange rate resulting into greater

imports than exports.

The year 1993 witnessed an increase in relative

prices in India as compared to Thailand, which was compensated

by the depreciation of Rupee, though somewhat less than the

increase in relative prices, leading to greater exports and lower

imports for India. In 1999 again the exchange rate, though

somewhat appreciated, was greater than the price ratio, thus

leading to surplus trade balance for India. In 2004, there was

further decline in price ratio along with appreciation of rupee.

However, as the relative exchange rate was greater than the

relative price ratio, India again exported more than what she

imported from Thailand.

As the price ratio was quite low and the

exchange rate was much greater than the price ratio, in 1993 India

experienced a surplus trade with Singapore. In 1999, the relative

prices increased in India and there was also increase in the

relative exchange rate. But the percentage change in exchange

Table 1: Relative Export Prices, Exchange Rates and India's

Trade with SelectedAsian Countries (1993, 1999 and 2004)

India Indonesia:

India Malaysia:

India Thailand:

India Singapore:
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India

Indonesia

Exports
(Million
US$)

Imports
(Million
US $)

Price
Ratio

1993 234.9 119.7 0.82

1999 325.6 958.8 1.61

2004 1332.6 2617.7 0.78

Malaysia

Exports Imports price

1993 247.3 249.9 1.02

1999 447.1 2024 1.09

2004 1084.1 2299 0.95

Thailand

Exports Imports price

1993 357.3 57.2 1.23

1999 449.6 327.8 1.02

2004 901.4 865.9 0.96

Singapore

Exports Imports Price

1993 752 626.9 0.59

1999 672.7 1534.4 1.01

2004 4000.6 2651.4 1.10

China

Exports Imports Price

1993 279.1 302.0 0.76

1999 538.8 1286.7 1.05

2004 5615.9 7098.0 1.07

Exchange
Rate ratio

0.015

0.005

0.004

ER

11.86

11.33

10.58

ER

1.20

1.14

1.00

ER

18.82

25.48

23.80

ER

5.29

5.21

4.86



rate was lower than the increase in the relative prices and it

resulted into trade deficit for India. In 2004, again there was rise

in price ratio associated with slight appreciation of rupee, but

India's exports to Singapore surpassed the imports from the

country as the exchange rate was still greater than the relative

price ratio between India and Singapore.

In 1993, prices in India were lower than the prices

in China and the exchange rate was also greater the relative price

ratio. But India could not gain from these positive price-

exchange rate movements and imports from China remained

greater than the exports to China. The possible reason for deficit

trade with China on the background of lower prices and

depreciated exchange rate can be explained in terms of China's

trade with other countries and their relative price and exchange

ratios. Indonesia and Malaysia experienced greater advantage in

terms of lower relative prices as well as depreciated currencies

than in case of India and thus India could not increase her exports

to Chinese market on account of the price competition from these

two countries. In 1999 as well as in 2004, there was an increase in

the prices along with an appreciation with rupee leading to trade

deficit in both the years for India.

The tables 2, 3 and 4 reflect the relative prices and exchange rate

movements along with export-import changes in each of the

selectedAsian countries.

The table 2 (A) for Indonesia reflects that Indonesia experienced

surplus in trade balance with all the countries and for almost all

the years on account of highly depreciated currency, except for

the years 1999 and 2004 with Thailand and 1993 with India,

when the country had deficit in trade. It must be noted that in

1999 and 2004 India had surplus trade with Thailand on account

of high relative exchange rate. The depreciation as well as price

advantage vis-a-vis Thailand was greater in India as compared to

that in Indonesia reflecting the trade pattern with Thailand in both

these countries.

In case of Malaysia (Table 2 (B)), the country had surplus trade

with India (1999, 2004), Thailand (1999, 2004), Singapore

(1993, 1999, 2004 ) and China (1993,1999) on account of the

favorable exchange rate movements as well as relative prices,

while for rest of the years it had deficit in trade with the selected

countries as exchange rate changes could not compensate for

increase in relative prices. In case of Indonesia the country had a

deficit trade for all the three years as the exchange rates was at a

lower level than the relative prices.

In case of Singapore (Table 3(A)), it had surplus trade with India

(1993, 1999, 2004), Malaysia (1999, 2004) and Thailand (1993,

2004) mostly due to lower prices. However the country was

facing deficit in trade with Malaysia (1993), Thailand (1999),

Indonesia (1993, 1999, 2004) and China (1993, 1999 and 2004)

as a result of high relative prices along with highly appreciated

exchange rate.

China (table 3 (B)) witnessed trade surplus with India (1993,

1999 and 2004), Thailand (1993) and Indonesia (1993, 1999)

mostly as a result of comparatively lower relative prices. The

deficit in trade with Malaysia (1993,1999, 2004), Thailand

(1999, 2004), Indonesia (1993, 1999, 2004) and Singapore

(2004) was mainly on account of lack of changes in the exchange

rate in accordance with the changes in the relative prices.

India China:

Table 2 : Relative export prices, Exchange Rates and

Indonesia's and Malaysia's Trade with Selected Countries

Table 3: Relative export prices, Exchange Rates and

Singapore's and China's Trade with selected countries
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(A)Indonesia (B) Malaysia

Exports
(M. US
$)

Imports
(M. US
$)

Price
ratio

Exchange
rate ratio

Exports
(M. US
$)

Imports
(M. US
$)

Price
ratio

Exchange
rate ratio

India India

1993 119.60 335.40 1.22 68.45 1993 209.70 397.80 0.98 0.08

1999 923.90 275.50 0.62 182.42 1999 2038.20 530.00 0.92 0.09

2004 2170.50 1102.40 1.28 222.25 2004 3002.80 1009.70 1.05 0.09

Malaysia Thailand

1993 585.99 517.41 1.24 812.10 1993 1695.00 1133.80 1.21 0.10

1999 1335.90 605.60 0.67 2067.14 1999 2757.80 2467.20 0.94 0.10

2004 3016.00 1681.90 0.87 2352.34 2004 6040.50 5788.60 1.01 0.09

Thailand Singapore

1993 467.66 235.35 1.50 82.43 1993 10208.30 6949.00 0.58 1.59

1999 812.70 933.40 0.63 207.75 1999 13973.40 9160.90 0.93 2.25

2004 1976.20 2771.50 1.23 222.25 2004 18993.90 11703.40 1.15 2.25

Singapore China

1993 3371.98 1793.27 0.72 1288.33 1993 1203.10 1096.90 0.74 0.45

1999 4930.50 2525.90 0.62 4648.02 1999 2317.80 2138.60 0.96 0.46

2004 5999.00 4800.40 1.40 5289.29 2004 8460.20 10339.50 1.12 0.46

China Indonesia

1993 1249.49 935.98 0.92 362.34 1993 543.40 717.00 0.80 0.00

1999 2008.90 1242.20 0.65 949.84 1999 1231.10 1756.80 1.49 0.00

2004 4604.70 4101.30 1.37 1080.88 2004 3072.90 4193.80 0.82 0.00

(A) Singapore (B) China

Exports
(M. US
$)

Imports
(M. US
$)

Price
ratio

Exchange
rate ratio

Exports
(M. US
$)

Imports
(M. US
$)

Price
ratio

Exchange
rate ratio

India India

1993 949.80 668.70 1.70 0.05 1993 302.00 279.10 1.32 0.19

1999 2504.70 739.30 0.99 0.04 1999 1286.70 538.80 0.95 0.19

2004 4139.70 2759.80 0.91 0.04 2004 7098.00 5615.90 0.93 0.21

Malaysia Malaysia

1993 10494.70 14041.03 1.73 0.63 1993 704.40 1083.60 1.35 2.24

1999 18985.00 17285.90 1.08 0.44 1999 1673.30 3605.60 1.04 2.18

2004 27051.00 24775.90 0.87 0.44 2004 8086.00 18174.70 0.89 2.18

Thailand Thailand

1993 4215.30 3515.80 2.09 0.06 1993 750.50 601.50 1.62 0.23

1999 5038.40 5247.50 1.01 0.04 1999 1435.20 2780.40 0.97 0.22

2004 7678.40 6651.80 0.88 0.04 2004 5801.60 11540.50 0.90 0.21

Indonesia Indonesia

1993 1793.27 3371.98 1.39 0.00 1993 691.70 1468.60 1.08 0.00

1999 2525.90 4930.50 1.60 0.00 1999 1779.10 3050.90 1.54 0.01

2004 4800.40 5999.00 0.71 0.00 2004 6256.40 7215.60 0.73 0.00

China Singapore

1993 1900.10 2401.50 1.29 0.28 1993 2245.30 2645.80 0.78 3.56

1999 3921.00 5695.80 1.04 0.20 1999 4502.20 4061.10 0.96 4.89

2004 15249.10 16060.80 0.98 0.20 2004 12687.60 13994.40 1.03 4.89



Import

growth

(%)

% change

in relative

pricesCountry

Export
growth

(%)

% change in

relative

exchange

rates

Indonesia 5.67 21.87 0.96 0.31

Malaysia 4.38 9.20 0.94 0.89

Thailand 2.52 15.14 0.79 0.83

Singapore 5.32 4.23 1.87 1.26

China 20.12 23.50 1.42 0.92

Thailand experienced surplus trade with Singapore (1993, 1999),

Indonesia (2004), China (2004), and Malaysia (2004) mostly due

to decline in price levels case of Singapore and Indonesia while

due to increase in exchange rate in case of China and Malaysia.

The deficit in trade with Singapore (2004), Indonesia

(1993,1999), China (1993, 1999) Malaysia (1993, 1999) and

India (1993, 1999, 2004) was on account of higher price levels in

Thailand that was not compensated by equivalent depreciation of

Thai Baht.

Source: Calculations on the basis of data from International

Financial statistics yearbook and International Trade statistics

Yearbook, for 1993,1999 and 2004.

Thus the above tables bring out the relation between exchange

rates, relative prices and trade between the selected countries.

The greater the increase in the exchange rate than the increase in

the relative price level, the beneficial it is for a country to trade

with another country. However a closer look at the percentage

growth rates in exports and imports in relation with percentage

changes in exchange rates movements and relative price

movements between 1993 and 2004 will give us further idea

about the trends in exports and imports vis-à-vis that in exchange

rates and relative prices and how exchange rate movements play

a crucial role in determining the growth rate of exports and

imports. The results of such an analysis of growth rates of the

abovementioned variables over a period will differ from the

analysis of actual values in different years and thus will provide

us an insight into the issue price competitiveness of India vis-à-

vis selectedAsian countries.

Source: Calculations on the basis of data from International

Financial statistics yearbook and International Trade statistics

Yearbook, for 1993, 1999 and 2004.

The table 5 reflects the exports and imports growth rates in India

in relation with each of the selected countries and the movements

in the relative prices changes as well as exchange rates changes

during 1993 to 2004. The major points that need consideration

are:

During 1993 to 2004, the growth in India's exports was less

than the growth in imports from Indonesia, Malaysia and China.

The reason is quite clear from the table that the percentage

change in relative prices was greater than the percentage change

in exchange rates. The exchange rate changes could not

compensate for the rise in the prices resulting into disadvantage

in terms of export growth.

In case of Indonesia the growth in price ratio was much faster

than the growth in exchange rate. The obvious result is that the

imports grew at 21.87% while exports growth rate was just

5.67%.

The percentage change in relative price ratios between India

and Malaysia was greater than the percentage change in

exchange rates again resulting into greater imports growth than

the export growth.

In case of Thailand, though the exchange rate changes were

somewhat greater than the changes in relative prices during 1993

to 2004, the export growth was much lower than the import

growth. It must be noted that during this period all the countries,

except for Singapore, experienced lower export growth than

import growth with Thailand though the relative exchange rate

depreciation was greater than the relative price increases. One of

the major reasons behind such a trend is that the major sources of

imports for Thailand are Japan, European Union and NAFTAand

to some extent ASEAN (Ministry of Foreign affairs, Thailand).

Thus though there has been greater depreciation of relative

exchange rates with Thai Baht, this could not get reflected into

increased exports to Thailand from the selected economies.

India's export growth rate surpassed the growth rate of

imports with Singapore though the percentage change in

exchange rate depreciation was lower than the change in relative

export prices.

Table 4: Relative export prices, Exchange Rates and

Thailand's Trade with Selected Countries

Table 5: Percentage changes in Relative Prices, Exchange

rates, exports and Imports in India vis-à-vis selected Asian

countries between 1993 and 2004.

�

�

�

�

�
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Thailand

India

Exports
(Million
US $)

Imports
(Million
US $)

Price
ratio

Exchange
rate ratio

1993 73.9 522.6 0.82 0.83

1999 372.1 453.5 0.98 0.88

2004 865.9 901.4 1.04 1.00

Singapore

Exports Imports Price ER

1993 4457.7 2969.6 0.48 15.63

1999 5068.5 2981.5 0.99 22.37

2004 6651.8 7678.4 1.14 23.80

Indonesia

Exports Imports Price ER

1993 202.3 512.2 0.67 0.0121

1999 969.4 1104.5 1.59 0.0048

2004 2771.50 1976.20 0.81 0.0045

China

Exports Imports Price ER

1993 538.7 1090.5 0.62 4.40

1999 1861.2 2495 1.03 4.57

2004 11540.5 5801.6 1.11 4.86

Malaysia

Exports Imports Price ER

1993 1039.9 1674 0.83 9.85

1999 2122 2511.5 1.07 9.95

2004 4193.8 3072.9 0.99 10.58



� Trade with China shows that the growth in imports was

greater than growth in exports as a result of greater percentage

increase in relative prices over and above the percentage increase

in relative exchange rate.

The main purpose of the analysis was to find out the price

competitiveness of selected countries in relation with exchange

rates and trade movements. In most of the cases it was found that

the upward movement in exchange rates, surpassing the

increases in the relative prices, has resulted into greater exports

than imports. What is notable is the fact that India has

experienced lower export growth rate than the imports growth

rate due to the appreciated value of the currency vis-à-vis the

currencies of the selected countries.

It also indicates that in case of India whenever the price rise was

compensated by the equivalent or greater depreciation of

currency, there was surplus in trade with the competing country.

However, in most of the cases the relative prices were greater

than the exchange rates reflecting the price disadvantage for

India leading to greater imports than exports. The relation

between relative prices, exchange rates and trade indicates that

India needs to maintain the exchange rate level in such a manner

that it would compensate for the changes, specifically increase,

in the relative price ratio. This clearly brings out the case for an

exchange rate policy that will take care of the price changes in the

country in order to provide price competitiveness to our

exporters and improve our trade performance in relation to our

Asian counterparts.

The analysis of relative price ratios, relative exchange rate

movements and export-import movements reflect that though in

terms of real values the exports from India to some of the selected

countries were greater than the imports on account of price

competitiveness, the growth rates of exports between 1993 to

2004 from India to most of selected countries were less than

import growth rates as the depreciation of Indian rupee was much

lower than the price rise in India as compared to that in the

selected countries. Thus there is case in favor of an exchange rate

policy that brings about the movements in exchange rate in such a

manner as to compensate for the changing price level in India.

Saikat Sinha Roy (2001): “Determinants of India's exports: a

Simultaneous Error-Correction Approach”, RIS Discussion

Papers 37.

Salvatore D. (2006): International Economics, 10th edition,

John Wiley and Sons, Inc.

International Trade Statistical Yearbook, Volume I and II for

Years 1996, 1997, 2000, 2002, 2004, United Nations

Statistical Division.

International Monetary Fund (IMF): International Financial

StatisticsYearbook, various years.

Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Thailand: From

http://www.thaiairline.com/business/exports.asp.

Trade Development Report (2004): United Nations

Conference on TradeAnd Development, Geneva.
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The term “Health” is a positive and dynamic concept and implies

more then an absence of illness. The W.H.O. has defined health

as; “State of Complete physical, mental and social well being and

not merely the absence of disease or infirmity “Industrial health

refers to a system of public health and preventive medicine which

is applicable to industrial concerns.

According to the joint committee of International Labour

Organization (I.L.O) and World Health Organization (W.H.O) on

organizational health, Industrial health is (I) the prevention and

maintenance of physical, mental and social well-being of

workers in all occupations. (ii) Prevention among workers of ill

health caused by the working conditions. (iii) Protection of

workers in their employment from risk resulting from factors

adverse to health, and (IV) Placing and maintenance of the

worker in an occupational environmental adapted to his physical

and psychological equipment.

The modern concept of industrial hygiene differs from the

traditional concept. The latter is concerned with “the more

absence of an ascertainable disease or infirmity”. While the

modern concept refers to “the health which is the outcome of

health interaction between the individual and his environment.

He is health who is well adjusted” In other words, them modern

concept anticipates and recognizes “Potentially harmful

situations and applies engineering control measures before

serious injury result”. It is a field of Endeavour in which

physician, engineers, chemists, personnel officers and other

specialists jointly play their part. In other words, industrial health

depends not only on the individual but also on the environment in

which he lives and works. (C. B. Memoria, 2007)

Industrial safety means the protection of workers from accidents

taking place in an industry. The accident is a mishap, an unsent

rolled and unplanned event and it causes damages and injury.

Since the beginning of industrialization, accidents are the worry

of management. Accidents cause break-down of machinery,

damages of property, injury and loss of life. High cost is involved

in accident. (S. P. Shah, 2003-04)

Safety in simple terms means freedom from the occurrence or

risk of injury or loss. Industrial safety or employee safety refers to

the protection of workers from the danger of industrial accidents.

An accident, then is an unplanned and uncontrolled event in

which an action or reaction of an object, a substance, a person or a

radiation result in personal injury. Safety refers to the absence of

accidents, stated differently; safety refers to the protection of

workers from the danger of accident. (K.Aswathappa, 2003)

There is an urgent need in India to introduce a Comprehensive

Occupational Health and Safety Act in line with many

industrialized countries. This should be associated with the

creation of an appropriate authority to supervise its

implementation and enforcement. Failing to address these issues

will lead to incalculable morbidity and absenteeism as a

consequence of work-related health problems. This will

undermine the productivity and competitiveness of industry, and

gravely affect the country's resolve to eliminate poverty. (T. K.

Joshi)

In recent years, there has been growing discussion about the role
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of human factors in safety, beyond the basic level of errors and

slips. This discussion has focused on social psychological issues

such as safety attitudes and safety climate. To date, only limited

research has attempted to measure these factors and to establish

empirically whether and to what degree they are related to safety

performance. Further, correlations between the safety attitude

and accident rates revealed a statistically significant relationship

in Chemical Industry (Ian Donald and David Canter, 1993)

Responsible Care Programme as self regulation adopted by

Chemical Industries in United States reduced chemical accidents

and pollution. In Australia also there are around five hundreds

self regulatory arrangements by industry and professional

associations. (Neil Gunmingham, 1995)

There is some sort of awareness or implementation of safety

measures and legislation after the Bhopal gas tragedy in 1984.

Most of the industrial laws in this country are only confide to the

paper and never seen a reality in implementing their standards.

There is always poor investment on industrial safety, labor is

cheap and easily replaceable, so employers seen a need for

improving occupational safety and health. Labor unions are

mostly week, politician driven and lack knowledge about the

occupational risks. This shows the poor concern of the

government about industrial safety and subsequently the

occupational health. (Parekh R, 2004)

On basis of extensive literature review it is evident that there are

very less research studies have been found that attempt to know

vies of employees regarding the health and safety practices in the

industry where they are working especially in Chemical Industry

of Gujarat State. Chemical companies need health and safety

practices significantly because of hazardous nature of industry.

But generally we found very poor practices of health and safety

consciousness particularly at small organization. Thus, the

present study attempt to take views of employees of some

selected chemical units for health and safety position at their

organizations. Primary data have been collected form 14

chemical companies of Gujarat state.

The research paper mainly focuses on the following aspects of

health and safety practices in chemical industry.

Realizing the significances of safety at work places, the

government of India has established the factory advice services

and labour Institute Mumbai with an objective to render advice

on safety measures, and enforces safety laws. Also the National

Safety Council was set up in 1966 to promote safety

consciousness among the workers avoid accidents and conduct

safety programs in the industries. Celebrating the National Safety

day and awarding the National SafetyAwards every year also win

at promoting safety awareness to prevent accidents in the

industrial establishment. The factories Act. 1948 lays down

safety provisions. Employees have been asked about the

measures taken (both statutory and non-statutory) in chemical

units to know the health and safety condition in chemical units of

Gujarat state.

Factories act 1948 lays down safety provisions for every

industrial unit but the employees may not follow safety rules for

the time of performing the job in the company and they invite

uncertainly accident in company. In chemical unit they used very

dangerous chemical for their production process. Employee of

production department some time faced problems of unsafe

materials and equipments in working process in company. Thus,

it is imperative to know the reason of industrial accidents to

prevent them. Employees have been asked about the actual and

probable reasons of accident in chemical units.

According to the National Safety Council U.S.A. accidents can

be prevented through three 'E' (I) Engineering (II) Education and

(III) Enforcement. One measure to prevent accidents may be

maintaining a check an unsafe work conditions. These may

include keeping the floors clean, maintaining adequate light and

ventilation, proper maintenance of machines, equipments and

tools and sufficient space for workers for their movement without

obstructions.

Taking precautions and providing safety equipments will not

ensure safety at work place. This should be backed up motivating

workers to take care of themselves and their partners while at

work. For this a safety committee consisting of the

representatives of both the employer and the employees should

be constituted. The formulation and implementation of the safety

program be effected through the safety committee.

Employees should be given safety education and training to make

then safety conscious. It can be done through posters, bulletins,

cartoons, slogans, films, signs and house organs and

supplemented by holding seminars. Safety weeks and safety

contest. Provision should be made for disciplinary actions /

punishments for breach of safety regulations.

Strict vigilance should be kept in plant and machinery to ensure

safety in the factory. Machines, equipments and electric cables

should be inspected on regular basis to prevent untoward

incidence in factory premises. This paper explores the various

voluntary awareness programme initiated by chemical units of

Gujarat State.

The company should provide different types of safety devices to

performing risky job for employees. Every employee requires

helmets, safety shoes, hand glows, safety glasses, uniform/dress,

mask, cap, etc. employee must use these kinds of devices use at

the time of performing a job in company. If any employee avoid

the safety devices company have to take measures against

careless employee. Company should have provides the medical

kit at the side of each department therefore the employees may

get rapidly the first aid appliances. The company should provide

arrangement with a local doctor for dispensary facilities. The

entire employee should provide medical and health insurance

facility.

HEALTHAND SAFETYMEASURES

REASONS FORACCIDENTS

EMPLOYEEAWARENESS PROGRAMS

HEALTHAND SAFETYFACILITIES TO EMPLOYEES



EMPLOYEE SATISFACTION

Research Methodology

OBJECTIVES OFTHE STUDY

Following hypothesis have been formulated and tested

Discuss of Findings

Opinion of the employees has been taken through questionnaire

in five major categories. Fully satisfies, Satisfied, Some what

satisfied, Dissatisfied and fully dissatisfied. Employees

responded for how they satisfied with their organization. This

satisfaction directly indicate whether the employees get better

facilities or not and treatment from the organization. If the

organization provides better facilities to employees regarding

Health and Safety to performing the job in company they gave us

positive response of satisfaction.

The study has been carried out in the state of Gujarat. The data

have been collected from different chemical units from the region

of all over Gujarat state. The chemical units are select as small,

medium and large group of chemical companies. The study use

primary data to fulfill the objectives of the study. Secondary data

have been used as a literature review to understand the various

aspects of the study and to design the tool of data collection.

There are 14 chemical units of all over Gujarat state chemical

units has been used to select the sample. Questionnaires have

been filling up randomly by the personal contact of employees of

chemical units.

1. To study position of health and safety measures and practices

in chemical industries

2. To assess the implementation of Health and Safety related

provisions of Factory act 1948

3. To identify the reasons of accident in chemical units

4. To study the communication system of chemical units for the

maintenance of health and safety

5. To check the availability of health and safety related

facilities in selected chemical units

6. To know the level of employees' satisfaction of health and

safety policy

7. To find out health and safety related problems faced by

employees

1. Implementation of health and safety related provisions

significantly differ in different size of the organizations

2. All size of chemical units have poor communication system

to maintain health and safety

3. Small scale units provide less health and safety facilities

compared to medium and large scale of units

All size chemical units are found very poor in case of providing

health and safety related education to employee. It is also found

that, sufficient training is not given to the employees regarding

health and safety. In case of small units, it is found that there are

not using sage material and equipments compared to medium and

large scale organization. All size of chemical units tries to

provide healthy and safe working condition and time to time

review the working condition.

Only in case of use of safe material and equipment, small,

medium and large size organizations are significantly different at

0.05 level of significance. small chemical units are not using safe

materials and equipments compared to medium and large scale

organization.

It is observed that in all size of the units there is problem of

balance of over crowding and poor arrangement of ventilation

and temperature. So far cleanliness and lighting are concerned

sufficient arrangement is found. In case of safety at work place

particularly near the machines are not found good.

There are considerable numbers of minor and few major

accidents is reported by employees in their response that shows

the lack of efficient health and safety practices at chemical units.

As compared to medium and large scale organization, small scale

units are up to the mark for health and safety position and

implementation of health and safety provisions. Absence of

safety measures by company is the main reason of accident

responded by employees, other reasons are over confidence of

employee and unsafe working condition responsible for accident

according to employees.

In case of implementation of health related provisions of factory

act 1948 in different size of the organization, they are

significantly differ only in the case of availability of sufficient

lighting at 0.05 level of significance. At small scale units

lightings are not sufficient compared to medium and large scale

organization. In case of implementation of safety related

provisions of factory act 1948 in different size of the

organization, there is a significant difference Proper fencing of

machinery, Safety of buildings and machinery, Safety of

buildings and machinery, Employment of adolescents on

dangerous machines at 0.05 level of significance.

Majority of Chemical units rarely or sometimes celebrate health

and safety week. Considerable number of employees said that

they have been given training of health and safety frequently but

not very frequently. Large numbers of chemical units use Signs,

Display, posters, and paintings to communicate and health and

safety concern.

Majority of Chemical units rarely or sometimes organize work

shop on health and safety. More than half of the employees said

that they have been recognized and motivated for health and

safety initiatives. Majority of the employees responded that they

have been given instruction about how to use machines.

Demonstration of safety tools are arrange sometime in most of

the units. So far as communication system is concerned

employees of medium scale units rated less compared to large

scale and small scale organization.

Hence, Chemical units should also organize some workshop

frequently that gives hands-on experience and learning to

employee that ultimately lead to health and safe work

environment. All size of chemical units should strengthen their
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communication system to create more interaction with

employees related to health and safety maintenance.

Almost all units provide helmet, safety shoes, safety glasses and

hand glows to their employees. Some of the employees of

medium scale units said that they have been not given helmet,

safety shoes, safety glasses and hand glows. There is a canteen

facility at large scale units but not at medium and small scale

units. In all the units there is a medial facility but not at some of

the small scale units. Some of the organizations provide food at

subsidize rate.

Half of the employees are just satisfied with the health and safety

measures and practices of their organization but not fully

satisfied. It indicates that still there is strong need of health and

safety initiatives at chemical industry.

It can be concluded from the above findings that there is no up to

the mark health and safety position at chemical units particularly

at medium and small scale units.

Still all the units are not strictly following the provisions of

factory act related to health and safety. The communication

system is also found very poor; there is no concrete system to

communicate efficiently with employee to maintain health and

safety which the prime concern of chemical units. Employees of

medium and small scale organization do not get all the safety

tools and health related a facility which is a serious matter to be

thought out. There is considerable number of minor and major

accidents happened at chemical units. More than half of the

Employees are not fully satisfied with health and safety practices

at their organizations.

CONCLUSION

Table-1: ANOVA Position of health and safety in different

size of units

Table-2: ANOVA - Implementations of health related

provision - Factory act 1948

Table-3: ANOVA - Implementations of safety related

provision - Factory act 1948

Table-4: ANOVA communication system in different size of

units

Health related

provision- Factory

act 1948

Statistics Sum of

Squares

df Mean Square F Sig.

Factory Act- Health--
Availability of First
aid appliances

Between Groups .201 2 .101 .058 .943

Within Groups 227.947 132 1.727

Total 228.148 134

Balance of over
crowding

Between Groups 10.061 2 5.031 2.522 .084

Within Groups 263.243 132 1.994

Total 273.304 134

Sufficient lighting Between Groups 13.999 2 7.000 4.452 .013

Within Groups 207.527 132 1.572

Total 221.526 134

Maintenance of
cleanliness

Between Groups 3.667 2 1.834 1.341 .265

Within Groups 180.525 132 1.368

Total 184.193 134

Arrangement of
ventilation and
temperature

Between Groups 2.540 2 1.270 .999 .371

Within Groups 167.874 132 1.272

Total 170.415 134

Safety related

provision - Factory

act

1948

Statistic Sum of

Squares

df Mean

Square

F Sig.

Proper fencing of
machinery

Between Groups 10.566 2 5.283 4.818 .010

Within Groups 144.738 132 1.096

Total 155.304 134

Safety of buildings
and machinery

Between Groups 18.127 2 9.063 5.418 .005

Within Groups 220.807 132 1.673

Total 238.933 134

Casting of new
machinery

Between Groups 8.418 2 4.209 2.467 .089

Within Groups 225.182 132 1.706

Total 233.600 134

Safety at work on or
near machinery

Between Groups 11.128 2 5.564 3.490 .033

Within Groups 210.472 132 1.594

Total 221.600 134

Employment of
adolescents on
dangerous machines

Between Groups 8.199 2 4.099 3.158 .046

Within Groups 171.327 132 1.298

Total 179.526 134

Size of units Sum of

Squares

df Mean

Square

F Sig.

Between Groups 38.748 2 19.374 33.309 .000

Within Groups 76.778 132 .582

Total 115.526 134

Between Groups 5.609 2 2.804 9.962 .000

Within Groups 37.162 132 .282

Total 42.770 134

Between Groups 4.843 2 2.421 7.097 .001

Within Groups 45.039 132 .341

Total 49.881 134

Between Groups 3.159 2 1.580 2.945 .056

Within Groups 70.811 132 .536

Total 73.970 134

Between Groups 1.960 2 .980 2.071 .130

Within Groups 62.455 132 .473

Total 64.415 134

Between Groups .026 2 .013 .067 .936

Within Groups 26.077 132 .198

Total 26.104 134

Between Groups 2.359 2 1.179 2.658 .074

Within Groups 58.575 132 .444

Total 60.933 134

Communication

system

Health and safety
week

Give training of health
and safety

Signs, Display,
posters, paintings

Organize seminars and
workshop

Special recognition
and motivation for
health and safety
oriented behaviour

Give knowledge about
machinery

Provide safety tools
with demonstration

checking safety
conditions

Between Groups .367 2 .183 .543 .582

Within Groups 44.566 132 .338

Total 44.933 134
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Introduction:

Research Methodology:

Review of Literature

Non Performing Asset is a reform in banking sector. This is the

result of the recommendation of Narsihnam committee, Mr.

Narsihnam Ex-Governor of

Reserve Bank of India. committee made recommendations

regarding smooth functioning, increasing efficiency,

productivity and profit earning capacity of banks. Among these,

NPA is one of important recommendations. These

recommendations were accepted by Govt.of India and made

applicable by the Reserve Bank of India to nationalized and

commercial banks from the financial year1992-93.By making

some changes, it was considered for calculations for urban co-

operative banks from 1993.Prior to this reform, interest due on

advances was considered as an income and shown on the profit

account of the bank, even interest may not be received .Due to

this procedure, only the figure of profit used to increase which

was a fictitious profit. The concept of NPA is very important

which affect on financial health of a bank. Narsinham committee

suggested classification of assets into performing and non-

performing assets .This case study is concentrated on the study of

NPA position in Rajarambapu Co-operative Bank Ltd., Peth,

Branch-Market Yard, Islampur, covering NPA in Housing Sector

Loans in the year 2008.

Rajarambapu Co-operative Bank Ltd., Peth is renowned co-

operative bank in Sangli District. Out of total loan disbursement,

most of the loans are disbursed in Agriculture, Housing and Self

Employment Sector. Housing Loan is considered as priority

sector loan. Our culture also considers owning housing is prime

need. Still, there are incidences of loans being bad in this

segment. Present case study has been conducted in Rajarambapu

Co-operative Bank Ltd., Peth.Branch-MarketYard, Islampur. the

branch come under a category of sub urban area. The said branch

is surrounded by villages.

The objectives of this case study is to study NPA position and

reasons for NPA in housing sector in the financial year 2007-

2008 w.r.t. said branch. Along with this, study indulges in other

financial components like working capital, deposits, loans,

profits of said branch. There are 41 NPA accounts under the

Housing Loan in the year 2008 in said branch. For present study,

total 41 NPA accounts have been selected. The data collected has

been analyzed with help of Percentage and Rank Correlation.

Data regarding reasons for NPA in housing sector has been

collected from NPAaccountholders through structured schedule.

Numerous studies are made to examine the issues relating to

NPAs of banks.

Kamble P.S. (2004) examined through their study that the NPAof

all categories of Co-operative Banks in India were significantly

higher. The number of co-operative banks is in liquidation. The

growing NPAs have made co-operative banks to incur rapidly

growing expenditure on provisions and contingencies. As a

remedial action for the problem of NPA, he suggested that co-

operative banks should formulate a comprehensive and realistic

lending policy which will facilitate to avoid the NPAs or to keep

them at lowest possible level as prescribed by banking sector

reforms. The anti-NPAs lending pattern should be determined.

Borrowers should be made conscious about the need and urgency

of discharge loans, the impact of NPAs on the overall working of

banking sector. Joshi G.B.(2005) states better prospects to urban

co-operative banks through good governance. While Ramu Nand

Kharade Swapna.(2007) have explained challenges before urban

NPA in Housing Loan-A Case Study

Dr. Sarang Shankar Bhola*
Pratibha Ajit Jagtap**
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co-operative banks. Ingle D.V.(2005) has highlighted some

factors responsible for NPA like trade cycle, Govt.s Plan for poor

people in order to improve social standard and welfare which

many times increase non-payment of loan installment and

interests, the deficiencies in the infrastructure, euphoria of

globalization, frequently changing govt.policies, natural

calamities, decrease in sale accountable to increase in NPA,

willful defaulters, industrial disputes, market conditions,

diversion of funds etc. Various steps are also taken by govt.like

enforcement of Securitization Act, One-Time Settlement

Scheme (OTS) bringing down the level of NPAs in banks and

financial institutions. Ingale concluded that urban co-operative

banks in India cannot afford to compromise on the professional

management aspect. In the market driven banking industry, urban

co-operative banks should stick up to the prudential banking

norms .The change in mindset on the part of the bankers and

borrowers would certainly help to remedy the NPAproblem.Patil

V.S.(2003) has given strategies for N.P.A. i.e. prevention of

NPAs, to arrest degradation of standard assets into NPAs, up

gradation of NPAs, to convert NPAs into standard assets,

liquidation of NPAs, to recover whatever cash is possible and

write off the remaining. Singh Rajendra (2005) explains The

Securitization and Reconstruction of Financial Assets and

Enforcement of Security Interest Act, 2002 (SARFAESI Act-

2002) including its features, steps for enforcement of security

interest experience of other countries in recovery of NPA. He

stated that this act is an essential pre-requisite for smooth

operations. The recovery process need to be based on business

analysis and restructuring rather on legalistic approach of asset

attachment .A legal system can help in setting the conditions for

discussion but cannot ensure asset utilization.

Data discussed below is of a bank and branch to give overall

financial picture, relevant to study undertaken.

Table No. 1

Loan Disbursement Sector wise during the year 2003-04 to 2007-

08 of Rajarambapu Bank

Following table shows the disbursement of loans sector wise.

The sectors of loans made by bank are, Agriculture, Retail Trade,

House Loans, Vehicle Loans, Small Scale Business, Self

Employment, Educational Loans, Others from the year 2003-04

to 2007-08. This disbursement is of entire bank housed 26

branches.

(Figures in rupees lakhs.)

(Source: Compiled by Researcher from Annual Reports of the

year 2003-04 to 2007-08)

Table depicts the loan disbursement has been increased from

Rs.16438 to 25312.30lacs during the year 2003-04 to 2007-08. In

the year 2008, more disbursement has been done for Housing

Loan, Small Scale Business, Agriculture, and Retail Trade.

Around 25% of total disbursement is done for housing loan.

Table No.2

Loan Disbursement Sector wise during the year 2003-04 to 2007-

08 of Rajarambapu Bank Branch MarketYard Islampur.

Under each sector of loan the variations on the basis of period i.e.

short term loans, long term loans is made available.

Under Housing Loans, Housing Loan (Short-term -

Annual/Quarterly/EMI) and Housing Loan (Long-term EMI) is

provided.

Table No.3

Position of House Loan Disbursement of Branch-Market Yard,

Islampur during 2003-04

to 2007-08.

(Amounts in Lacs)

(Source: Compiled by Researcher from Annual Reports of

Branch-MarketYard, Islampur)

Above table depicts 92.88% of total housing loan disbursement is

in short-term annually/quarterly /EMI Housing Loan as compare

to 7.11% in long-term disbursement.

Table No.4

Percentage of Housing Loan to Total Loans during 2003-04 to

2007-08

(Amounts in Lacs)

(Source: Compiled by Researcher from Annual Reports of

Branch-MarketYard, Islampur)

Total disbursement of Housing Loan to Total Loan was ranging

between 13 to 14 %.

It has come down in the year 2007-08 to 6.57%.

Table No.5

Trends in Gross NPAs to Net Advances in Housing loan during

2003-04 to 2007-08.

(Amounts in Lacs)

Financial Scenario of Bank

NPAPosition in Housing Loans

Sr. Particulars
Year

2003-04 2004-05 2005-06 2006-07 2007-08

1 Agriculture 3003.33 3487.79 4680.61 4532.16 4423.36

2 Retail Trade 2935.42 3340.59 3742.25 4071.31 4152.00

3 Housing Loans 2967.99 3382.50 4514.34 5803.18 6557.33

4 Vehicle Loans 1654.62 1582.08 1887.35 2492.45 2093.08

5 Small Scale Business 2646.60 3647.17 4980.12 4587.30 4841.75

6 Self Employment 2033.54 1684.05 1701.89 1542.79 1877.21

7 Educational Loans 764.44 232.75 224.52 387.85 632.38

8 Others 432.09 365.40 416.19 722.17 735.16

Total 16438 17722.3 22147.27 24139.2 25312.3

Sr. Type of Loan 2003-04 2004-05 2005-06 2006-07 2007-08

1
House loan(Short-term-
Annually/Quarterly/EMI)
(To 5 years)

146.49 151.63 164.34 152.66 143.13

2
House loan(Long-term EMI)
(Above 5 years)

12.29 44.71 73.33 119.28 10.96

Total 158.78 196.34 237.67 271.94 154.09

Sr. Particulars 2003-04 2004-05 2005-06 2006-07 2007-08

1. Total Housing Loan 158.78 196.34 237.67 271.94 154.09

2. Total Loan 1204.73 1405.87 1788.60 1837.66 2343.73

3. Percentage of Housing Loan Total
Loans to (%)

13.17 13.97 13.29 14.80 6.57
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(Source: Compiled by Researcher from Annual Reports of

Branch-MarketYard, Islampur)

Above table reveals that percentage of Gross NPAs to Gross

Advances were more in the year 2003-04 and it has came down to

4.67% in the year 2007-08.

Table No.6

Provisions for Housing Loans done by branch-Market Yard,

Islampur during the year 2003-04 to 2007-08.

Following table shows provisions made by branch towards

housing loans.

(Figures in Lacs)

(Source: Compiled by Researcher from Annual Reports of

Branch-MarketYard, Islampur)

Note-D=Doubtful

Above table clears that it has been required to make provisions in

the year 2003-04 to 2007-08 in all 4 slots of provisions given by

Reserve Bank of India.

Primary and secondary data collected on housing loan NPA is

presented below.

Table No.7

NPAPosition of Housing Loan in 2007-08.

Following table shows NPA account holders of housing loan

occupation wise.

(Source: Compiled by Researcher from Annual Reports of

Branch-MarketYard, Islampur)

Note-EMI=Equated Monthly Installment.

Above table, revealed that out of 41 NPA accountholders, 39

borrowers had taken short-term loans and only 2 had taken long-

term loans and majorly borrowers were farmer's i.e.28. Long

term loan is opted by businessmen.

Table No.8

Purpose for borrowing Housing Loan

Following table depicts purpose for borrowing housing loan.

(Source: Compiled by Researcher from Annual Report of

Branch-MarketYard, Islampur)

Out of 41 NPA accountholders, major part of disbursement had

done for repairing purpose to the 34 borrowers. i.e.82.92%and

out of which, 23 were farmers.

Table No.9

Reasons for non-payment of installment of Housing Loans

Following table evaluates reasons for non payment of

installment. Opinions of samples sort on six reasons.

(Source-Primary Data)

Lack of regular income is prime reason for non payment of

installments. 80% NPA account holder states out of which

majority are farmers and surprisingly found service people too.

9.76% account holders default due increase in other expenses,

4.88% due to diversion of funds elsewhere, and 2.44% were due

to willful defaulter non recovery of debtors each.

Besides assessing the performance of NPA accounts of housing

loans. Study proposes to throw light on financial performance of

branch as well.

Table No.10

Financial Performance of Branch-Market Yard, Islampur during

the year 2003-04 to 2007-08.

Rank Correlation between Working Capital and Net

Profit=+0.35

Rank Correlation between Loan and Profit=+0.2

(Source: Annual Reports of 2003-04 to 2007-08 of Rajarambapu

Co-operative Bank Ltd.

Branch-MarketYard, Islampur)

Specific Findings

1. Out of 41NPA accountholders 28 account holders were from

agricultural sector.

2. 82% borrowers opted loan for housing repairing purpose.

DataAnalysis and Interpretation

Findings

Sr. Year Net Advances Gross NPAs

Gross NPAs as a

Percentage of Gross

Advances (%)

1. 2003-04 1188.11 253.87 21.36

2. 2004-05 1379.81 162.88 11.80

3. 2005-06 1752.59 153.67 8.76

4. 2006-07 1810.69 103.63 5.72

5. 2007-08 2315.42 108.18 4.67

Sr. Year Sub-Standard (10%) D1 (20%) D2 (30%) D3 (50%)

1. 2003-04 0.47 0.95 3.24 1.33

2. 2004-05 1.7 0.97 2.09 4.16

3. 2005-06 2.71 1.20 2.86 1.34

4. 2006-07 2.32 1.23 2.18 2.98

5. 2007-08 1.00 1.12 1.61 4.98

Sr. Type of Account Number of NPA Accounts Total Percentage

(%)Occupation Farming Service Business

1. Short-term
(Annually/Qtrly/EMI)

28 9 4 39
95.12

2. Long-term(EMI) - - 2 2 4.88

Total 28 9 4 41 -

Percentage 68.29 21.95 9.76 - 100

Sr. Reason for Loan Number of NPA Accounts Total Percentage

(%)Occupation Farming Service Business

1. Repairing 23 8 3 34 82.92

2. Construction 3 -- 1 4 9.76

3. Purchase of house 1 -- -- 1 2.44

4. Renovation 1 1 --- 2 4.88

Total 28 9 4 41 100%

Sr. Reasons for non payment Number of NPA Accounts Total Percentage

(%)Occupation Farming Service Business

1. Lack of regular income 24 5 4 33 80.48

2. Increase in other expenses 3 1 -- 4 9.76

3. Diversion of Funds -- 2 -- 2 4.88

4. Willful Defaulter -- 1 -- 1 2.44

5. Non recovery from Debtors 1 -- ---- 1 2.44

Total 28 9 4 41 100%

Sr. Year Working Capital Deposits Loans Profit

1 2003-04 3047.36 2967.47 1204.72 10.39

2 2004-05 3084.12 1405.87 2968.52 35.14

3 2005-06 3878.99 3754.14 1788.59 36.96

4 2006-07 4398.53 4242.79 1837.66 58.09

5 2007- 08 4767.79 4662.76 2343.73 27.73

Mean 5835.35 3406.61 2028.59 32.86

S.D. 2115.30 1148.43 592.28 15.66

C.V. 36.25 33.71 29.19 47.65
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3. The major reason for non payment of installment was lack of

irregular income owing to natural calamities like heavy

rainfall, the production of crops has been decreased in that

year. So farmers were unable to make payments.

General Findings

1. In case of Total Houseloan, Percentage of Gross NPA to

Gross Advances has been decreased for the period of 2003-

04 to 2007-08 from 21.36 to 4.67%.

2. In case of Percentage Total Loan to Housing Loan, NPA has

been decreased for the period of 2003-04 to 2007-08 from

13.17% to 6.57 %.

3. In case of Coefficient of Variation (C.V.) of Working Capital,

Deposits and Loans are nearer to each other. The C.V.of the

net profit is higher; it indicates that there is no consistency in

net profit.

4. The coefficient of correlation between net profit and loans

shows positive correlation i.e. +0.2.It shows positive low

degree, It means that when the loan increases the net profit

does not increase in the same proportion. It shows that NPA

are increasing.

5. The relationship between working capital and profits shows

low degree positive correlation i.e.+0.35.It means that as the

working capital increases net profit is not increasing in the

same proportion. It may be a cause of increasing NPAs.

Housing is a prime need and major concern of every individual.

In an effort to facilitate house to desired banks and other financial

institution has extended loan. Becoming these housing loan

accounts is a serious concern.

The branches operating in rural area or in sub urban area

surrounded with rural masses could have problem in housing

loan NPAdue irregularity of income.

The economy of Indian villages is still depending on monsoon

and relative agricultural production. The said area of economics

has its own problems. When it comes to gauge profitability of

bank that on the latest reforms like NPAbanks necessarily need to

take some measures towards it which shold be plausible for

implementation. Deduction of housing loan installment at source

could be one measure to think. The farmers specially and farmers

with animal husbandry are attached with few organized sectors

who rewards efforts of farmers. These organizations can be given

authority to route housing loan proposals to be given to farmers.

Conclusion
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Introduction

Evolution of Internet in India

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

Internet has changed world around us in a noteworthy manner in

last two decades. Every field is revolutionized through advent

use of computers and internet. There are mammoth changes the

way organizations are doing business, people stay connected

each other, people collect various information and many other

things.

Electronic medium is also having enormous latent to create

insurgency in our education system. These electronic resources

can help in minimizing cost of education in noticeably. Educating

through electronic medium is having many diverse advantages

and so does some limitations too. Evaluating a range of aspects

related to e-learning is very obligatory to empower error free e-

learning system which can deliver maximum benefits to the

students.

This research paper includes periodical developments of

computers and internet in India in recent past. This paper also

contain statistical data about position of India in comparison with

other countries. Information about various industries, company

in operations in E-learning sector is also provided. Concept of E-

learning and various stages of e-learning is also explained for

better understanding of the subject.

Survey conducted for the student belong to age group 13-15 years

helps in trend analysis and awareness level amongst the student

about e-learning system. Detail of each every topics is explained

in consecutive pages.

Internet has started in India in Year1995. Since then it is having

mammoth brunt in various sectors. Following are few stages

which show periodical development and few milestones in the

process of Internet evolution in India. These data shows how

various stages achieved in the process of development of internet

in our country. Though these stages and progress looks very small

in current, fast changing techno savvy world, these stages played

vital role in over all development. These stages are basic building

blocks of tomorrow's technological world.

VSNL introduces internet in India via dialup in 6 cities on

Aug 14,1995

R e d i f f . c o m l a u n c h e d b y A j i t B a l a k r i s h n a n

India's first cyber café called “Cybercafe” launched in a

Mumbai hotel

First online banking site launched by ICICI Bank

Naukri.com launched; this becomes India's first profitable

dotcom

Sabeer Bhatia's Hotmail sold to Microsoft for $400 million

in USA; he becomes the poster boy of the Internet age to

Indians

India introduces new ISP policy which ends VSNL's

monopoly on internet

Sify becomes India's first ISP

First major hacking case-teenagers hack data on BARC's

servers

Launch of Nasscom by Dewang Mehta, a chartered

accountant by profession to promote IT industry

Cybercafés start mushrooming across Indian cities

Indiaworld sold to SIFYfor $115 million;this triggers off the

dotcom boom

Large number of dotcoms appear, mostly modeled as e-

marketplaces but have untested revenue models
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�

�

�

�
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�
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Webdunia, India's first and most successful Hindi portal

launched

ITACT 2000 passed by the Indian Parliament

Bazzee.com launched based on the EBay model

Indya.com launched with Rs 4.5 crore campaign blitz

Foreign portals set up shop in India; Yahoo & MSN launch

Indian sites -yahoo.co.in & msn.co.in respectively

Birth of online journalism-Tehelka.com exposes cricket

betting scandal

ITC launches E-Choupal initiative to take the internet to the

villages

First cyber crime related arrest-2 arrested for hacking

go2nextjob.com

Indian Railways launches online ticketing site, irctc.com

India's first cyber crime police station opens in Bangalore

Dotcom bubble bursts some sites close, some go into

hibernation

HomeTrade fiasco brokerage site launched with Rs 65 crore

blitz goes bust

New dotcoms start emerging with more refined revenue

models

AirDeccan becomes first airlines to offer online ticketing in

India

Phase of consolidation and stocktaking for Indian dotcoms

Dotcoms start exercising exit options

EBay buys out Bazee.com & Monster.com buys

Jobsahead.com

First Indian Dotcoms IPOs are successful indiabulls.com &

indiainfoline.com

A high profile cyber crime exposes sheer inadequacy of

India's IT laws - Baazee CEO jailed for MMS scandal

40 million net users (4% of total estimated net users in the

world)

200,000 cyber cafes in country (accounting for 60% of net

users)

more than 1000,000 users do online share trading

half a million broadband connections

Rs 570 crore total e-commerce transactions in India

Average no of transactions per month 440000

Average value per transaction Rs 1080

Indian Railway online ticketing accounts for 63% of

ecommerce(Rs 370 cr.)

ITC E-Choupal demonstrates rural internet adoption -

expands to 5300 kiosks serving 3.2 million farmers

Following table represents data about internet users in worlds

seven major region. This data includes population in seven major

region, increase in number of internet users over the period of last

nine years, penetration on internet over the given population,

growth in terms of percentage over the year of nine years and

percentage in growth w.r.t. total world's population.

Following table represents the data of top ten internet user's

countries in the world. Table include various field such as Name

of the country, Population of the country, Internet users latest

data, Percentage of internet user population w.r.t. total

population, Growth in terms of percentage between year 2000-

2009 & Total internet user population w.r.t. Worlds total internet

user population

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

Global statistics Related to Internet
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WORLD INTERNET USAGE AND POPULATION STATISTICS

World Regions
Population
(2009 Est.)

Internet Users
Dec. 31, 2000

Internet Users
Latest Data

Penetration
(% Population)

Growth
2000-2009

Users %
of Table

Africa 991,002,342 4,514,400 67,371,700 6.8 % 1,392.4 % 3.9 %

Asia 3,808,070,503 114,304,000 738,257,230 19.4 % 545.9 % 42.6 %

Europe 803,850,858 105,096,093 418,029,796 52.0 % 297.8 % 24.1 %

Middle East 202,687,005 3,284,800 57,425,046 28.3 % 1,648.2 % 3.3 %

North America 340,831,831 108,096,800 252,908,000 74.2 % 134.0 % 14.6 %

Latin America/Caribbean 586,662,468 18,068,919 179,031,479 30.5 % 890.8 % 10.3 %

Oceania / Australia 34,700,201 7,620,480 20,970,490 60.4 % 175.2 % 1.2 %

WORLD TOTAL 6,767,805,208 360,985,492 1,733,993,741 25.6 % 380.3 %

TOP 10 COUNTRIES WITH HIGHEST NUMBER OF INTERNET USERS

# Country or Region
Population,

2009
Users

Latest Data
% Population
(Penetration)

Growth
2000-2009

% of World
Users

1 China 1,338,612,968 360,000,000 26.9 % 1,500.0 % 20.8 %

2 United States 307,212,123 227,719,000 74.1 % 138.8 % 13.1 %

3 Japan 127,078,679 95,979,000 75,5 % 103.9 % 5.5 %

4 India 1,156,897,766 81,000,000 7.6 % 1,520.0 % 4.7 %

5 Brazil 198,739,269 67,510,400 34.0 % 1,250.2 % 3.9 %

6 Germany 82,329,758 54,229,325 65.9 % 126.0 % 3.1 %

7 United Kingdom 61,113,205 46,683,900 76.4 % 203.1 % 2.7 %

8 Russia 140,041,247 45,250,000 32.3 % 1,359.7 % 2.6 %

9 France 62,150,775 43,100,134 69.3 % 407.1 % 2.5 %

10 Korea South 48,508,972 37,475,800 77.3 % 96.8 % 2.2 %

# Country
Population,

2009
Users

Latest Data
% Population
(Penetration)

Growth
2000-2009

% of World
Users

4 India 1,156,897,766 81,000,000 7.6 % 1,520.0 % 4.7 %
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Following graph represents top 10 Internet user countries inAsia.

The number of internet users are given in millions. As we can

clearly see from given graph that our closet competitor in global

market CHINA, having 338 Million Internet users as compare to

just 81 Million users in INDIA.

During the early years of the development of the eLearning

industry, the corporate and high education markets developed

simultaneously but mostly independently. The systems,

needs assessments, and solutions developed for one were not

considered or shared by the other. This resulted in much

needless duplication. While the corporate and higher education

training needs are not identical there is certainly much

commonality that can be leveraged. As the eLearning industry

has matured this duplication of effort has been reduced. By late

1999 many eLearning companies started to cross the

corporate/higher education barrier.

Traditional eLearning offerings are typically characterized by

long, expense development cycles and rigid formats and

processes. Many higher education clients and several large

corporate markets require lean, flexible solutions with a

heavy emphasis on automated certification that must be

deployable quickly and without highly-skilled technical

resources or comprehensive infrastructure. Consequently,

the market can be viewed as moving through several

evolutionary changes based in large part on technology

progression and the need for speed, content ownership, cost,

flexibility, and business benefits (education and corporate) of

eLearning solutions. Four stages of eLearning are provided in

following table and summarized below.

Companies like Element K, Smartforce, and Skillsoft pioneered

the development of large, general purpose, corporate content

libraries tailored to hard skills material. Initially, the

demand for courses was in the areas of Information

Technology training (Smartforce, Element K); later soft skill

courses were added including training in project management,

leadership, and team development (Skillsoft).

The benefits provided by these content libraries were

enormous. Employees could quickly acquire a commonly

encountered new skill such as programming, MS Office

applications, or general purpose project management skills,

and could take a web-based self-study course immediately.

EVOLUTION OFTHE eLEARNINGINDUSTRY

Stages of E-Learning Development

Stage 1 Generic Content Libraries

Stage1 Stage2 Stage3 Stage4

Major E-Learning
Technology

Generic Content
Libraries

Learning Management
System

Content Services
providers

Learning Content
Management System

Control of E-
Learning
Technology

Third party vendors Centralized corporate
control

Third party Vendors Decentralized corporate
subject matter experts

Speed of
Implementation

Rapid Slow Slow Rapid

Limitations No proprietary value
to organizations.
Learning cannot be
linked to business
results

Extremely long
implementation times

Designed content can
be owned by vendor,
rather than company.
Extremely high cost to
deployment, evolution
and maintenance.

Benefits Important generic
content such as IT
training project
management are
widely available

Hosted content service
providers eliminate
need for internal system
expertise

Proprietary content cab be
easily and rapidly created,
deployed, tracked, and
managed across extended
enterprise

Centralized planning and
accounting for all type of
learning; linkage to job
categories and
performance objectives

ROI Difficult to measure. High ongoing expense
of services limits ROI

High expense of
implementations limits
ROI; ROI focused on
administrative efficiency
rather than benefits of
actual distributed learning

Significant ROI via linking
learning to business
performance, minimal
services costs increase ROI
over time.
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These libraries also eliminated the need for distribution of CD-

ROM's or paper manuals as resource materials. A learner did not

need to wait until the course was available in a classroom

format, either within a company, at a local college, or

offered by a training provider.

Companies who wished to utilize distributed eLearning for

more company-specific content still needed to go outside of this

s ystem to develop cours es, generally using the services of a

content development firm, adding to the expense of delivering

a wide range of training solutions. The development of

such customized material was slow, expensive and difficult to

maintain. Frequently, organizations did not have the necessary

skill set on staff to

develop high quality eLearning content. External, specialty

content development vendors proliferated. The quality,

consistency, correctness, and completeness of the content

developed were uncertain and unpredictable.

Once companies became aware of the potential for technology-

based learning delivered on the internet, a second class of s

ystems evolved in the marketplace. Learning Management

Systems (LMS) enable companies to plan and track the

learning needs and accomplishments of employees, customers,

and partners. As the accounting system for learning, a LMS

(SABA, Docent, or Knowledge Uni verse) links strategic

organizational goals to employee jobs and competencies. A

LMS provides a catalogue of all courses, books, and training

events available (and relevant) to a learner, delivered in any

format, live or via eLearning. The system also has the ability to

register learners for live courses, facilitate the booking of

hotel rooms, or the ordering of a videotape, and charge the

expenses to the appropriate cost center. These systems typically

provide a scheduling mechanism for the courses, a tracking

system for course completion and needs for the employee, and a

bridge between a training function and the rest of the

organization.

The promise of the LMS is to enable companies to plan, control,

and manage the critical resources essential for learning, and to

focus learners on those skills needed for their specific work.

Along with this promise comes considerable complexity:

before deploying a LMS, companies needed to translate

strategic goals into learning competencies, link competencies

to job categories and classifications, and link these to

learning events and resources. Unfortunately, a substantial

corporate-wide analysis that often took months or even years

to complete was necessary for the LMS to provide real

value. Once the software was deployed, the results from

learning needed to also be integrated into existing ERP

(enterprise resource planning) or Human Resource systems.

Consequently, the time and expense of LMS implementation

is high, usually requiring extensive use of highly paid

consultants. In companies where policies and strategies are

specifically tailored to division or business unit strategies, the

LMS had to be further customized. The LMS

implementation requires not only systems customization, but

also requires systems integration (with employee information

systems), change management (to enable acceptance of a new

system), extensive user training (for those administering the

system), and internal IT support. Implementation time periods

are lengthy, and the real benefits from the LMS are often not

apparent for several years. Companies frequently find the

time, complexity, need for integration wi th existing systems,

and expense of i mplementing such systems to be daunting.

Many organizations with extensi ve, well-established

classroom training functions can use the LMS primarily for

managing face-to-face training and enroll and manage student

learning. Finally, most LMS launch custom or generic

eLearning courses, but do not provide any mechanis ms to

easily create and deploy internall y developed cours es based

on a company's proprietary knowledge base.

Recognizing the inability of many companies to create and

deploy eLearning courses with proprietary content, companies

like Digital Think provided a platform and services that take a

company's learning content, and create web-based courses.

While this type of solution may be of great benefit and provide

competitive advantage to larger companies with many

employees and customers to train, these types of solutions

do not enable their purchasers to get sustained benefits from

their eLearning investment. Because of the dependence on

vendor services, organizations using these platforms lack the

capability to quickly change content. Companies also do not

gain the capacity for learning how to deploy proprietary

content using internal resources. Finally, many companies

using these vendors do not have ultimate ownership of their

course materials, which, once developed in a web-based

format, become the product of the vendor. Lack of ownership of

the content can be problematic when the knowledge embedded in

the eLearning course is a source of competitive advantage.

The most recent development within the market for

eLearning solutions carries both the most profound business

benefits as well as the lowest cost of ownership for companies

that deploy it. LCMS encompass much of the advantages from

the previous 3 stages into a single package; within most

commercially available LCMS are content development and

management facilities, class and course management features,

and learner-centric progress checking and certification features.

These types of systems are designed to enable subject matter

experts, with little technology expertise, to design, create,

and deli ver eLearning courses in extremely rapid time

frames. LCMS fundamentally changes the value of the

economics for eLearning content delivery by offering

organizations with a highly scalable platform the means to

deliver high impact, proprietary knowledge for individual

learners without bearing a prohibitive cost burden. An

Stage 2 Administration-focused Learning Management

Systems

Stage 3 The High Cost Of Outsourced eLearning Platforms

Stage 4 The Deployment Of Learning Content Management

Systems (LCMS)
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LCMS can be deployed across an entire enterprise, or within a

business unit, and learner results can be linked to enterprise

information systems. Users can create, control and manage

content, learners, and courses, and rapidly update information as

it changes. Versioning of content within an organization

becomes easy to do and is naturally supported by LCMS.

Products in the education market that reflect LCMS solutions

include Blackboard and WebCt.

The LCMS also can provide certification and tracking for

individual learners, where specific knowledge must be

certified for regulatory needs, professional licensure, or quality

control. Companies such as medical device manufacturers can

utilize an LCMS to ensure that all sales staff are fully trained on

the processes in a new medical device, and provide

certification results to the FDA. Insurance agents, or

financial professionals can track compliance with continuing

education and licensing requirements. Manufacturing

organizations can use the capabilities of an LCMS to track

employee learning and performance on OSHAregulations.

An effective LCMS also takes into account that all

organizations create and deploy learning in different ways, and

must maintain the flexibility to incorporate these differences.

For example, a large global enterprise that sells and services

multiple types of products may have unique requirements for

training and learning depending on the product, service, or

country in which they are doing business. The LCMS must

provide for different types of

materials, learning methods, and time frames for learning. The

fundamental business advantage for organizations that invest in

LCMS solutions comes from the ability to create and share

internal proprietary knowledge of products, services and

processes, at a fraction of traditional costs. As opposed to

traditional generic content training, scalable, effecti ve delivery

of proprietary knowledge allows large organizations to

innovate and grow. The key building blocks for an LCMS

platform are provided in Table 3.

1. Ease of content creation and delivery

2. Flexibility of Course Design and Delivery

3. Reusable Learning Objects

4. Administrative applications that manage learners and

courses

5. Assessment of Learning

6. Open Interface with LMS or other ERPSystems

7. Communications and Collaboration

8. Enterprise Security

9. Facilities for Content Migration

10. Automated Implementation Processes

Year 2009: $27.1 Billion

Year 2014(Estimation): $49.6 Billion

Expected compound annual growth rate (CAGR): 12.8%

By virtually every measure, electronic learning is experiencing

unprecedented growth and will continue to do so for the

foreseeable future. A new analysis and forecast released showing

that electronic learning, by dollar volume, reached $27.1 billion

in 2009 and predicting this figure will nearly double that by 2014,

with academic institutions leading the way.

By 2014, e-learning will reach a dollar volume of $49.6 billion,

representing a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 12.8

percent over five years. The dollar figures in the research

included expenditures in five categories of electronic learning

technologies, or "self-paced e-learning products." These

included: packaged content, custom content development

services, learning platform and tool hosting services, authoring

software and tools, and installed learning platforms.

The largest expenditures for packaged content in 2009 were

made by the PreK-12 and higher education buyers, which

accounted for 43 percent of all North American purchases. These

institutions combined outspend the corporations. The higher

education segment will be the largest buyer by the end of the

forecast period driven by the robust expansion of online

programs in both non-profit and for-profit institutions. The for-

profit institutions are experiencing an explosion in demand and

they are outspending their non-profit counterparts."

North America will continue to be the largest e-learning market

for the next five years, while Asia, with a "breathtaking" five-

year CAGR of 33.5 percent, will edge out Western Europe by

2014 to take the No. 2 slot.

In higher education, the current economic situation is helping to

fuel the growth, particularly in career and vocational programs.

For-profit institutions are dominating online education, owing

partly to this trend.

Though E-learning is an emerging industry, there are many

companies which are working in the given segment over two

decades. Following is the list of top ranking E-learning

companies around the world. Working domain of these

companies is wide which includes preparation of tutorial for

corporate training, academic training and various schools

informative training modules.

RM Plc

Plato Learning

Renaissance

Blackboard

Lightspan

SkillSoft

Smartforce

Merit Software

OE

Building Blocks of an Enterprise LCMS Platform

E-Learning Industry Estimated Growth

Leading Companies in E-Learning Industry:

Few More Companies in Field of E-Learning:
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Indian E-learning industry volume is moderately smaller than

global E-learning industry volume. In India there are just over

30+ E-learning companies providing WBT software's and

modules for corporate training, competitive exam preparation,

educational training modules and designing modules for various

distance learning education program.

Educomp

24X7 Learning Solution Pvt Ltd

WITS Interactive Pvt. Ltd

Hurix Systems

Gurukul Online Learning Solutions

Magic Software Pvt Ltd

Dewsoft Overseaes Pvt. Ltd

LearningMate Solutions Private Limited

TutorVista.com

1. Awareness about Internet among students belong t o a g e

group 13-15 years

2. Awareness and impact of E-learning on our Education

system

This was the first objective behind conducting mentioned

research project. Information related to frequency of using

internet, purpose of using internet, sources of getting updated

information and influence of computers and internet in their

learning process are studied.

This was the second objectives behind conducting mentioned

research project. Information related to current education

system, knowledge of E-learning system, and influence of E-

learning on future of education system, various obstacles in

implementation process of E-learning and cost effectiveness is

studied.

E-learning is impending inclination in education system.

Technology is having massive brunt on the way we learn things.

INDIA, which is having world's second largest population, has to

adopt technology to satisfy mounting education need of this huge

population.

1. Students

2. Education Institutes

3. E-learning Industry

Students are at central focus while conducting this research

project. Finding of this project are beneficial to the students a lot.

Though sample size is selected from age group belong to 13-15

years, the result can be applicable to various students who are not

part of this age group. These results will help students for trend

analysis and adopt the changes whatever happening in their

learning process.

Education Institutes will be amongst second beneficiary from

this project. This paper will provide them information about

changing learning habits among the students and possible

changes which may happen in future. This institute can upgrade

themselves efficiently to meet the growing need of these students

and can make all necessary resources available to them as per

requirement.

E-learning industry in India is at infant stage. This paper provides

information about size of E-learning industry in various

countries like USA, UK and INDIA. This information helps to

understand potential growth & scope for E-learning industry.

Result of this research helps various E-learning companies to

diversify their product offering and also encourage new ventures

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

OBJECTIVES

Following are two main objectives behind conducting

mentioned research project:

1. Awareness about Internet among students belong to age

group 13-15 years

2. Awareness and impact of E-learning on our Education

system

SCOPE

Following are three areas which I have defined as far as scope

of this project:

1. Students:

2. Education Institutes:

3. E-learning Industry:

� Allantra Learning Technologies
� Allen Communication
� Artifact Software
� Avalon Computer Services
� BlueU
� Brainvisa Technologies
� Competence Software
� Corollis Ltd
� DigitalThink, Inc.
� EDT Learning
� ESHconnect, Inc.
� Ething
� Etraffic Solutions Elearning Portal
� Get Training
� go2cert
� Inchone
� Jenison Interactive Training
� KBI

� KnowledgeAlive
� knowledge=power
� Learnframe
� Learning Media
� Learningbyte International
� MDC Learning Systems
� Ninth House Network
� Oak Tree Systems
� OutStart
� Pangaea Education Systems
� Plateau Systems
� PrimeLearning
� Right Reason Technologies, LLC
� Solvolution Labs Europe
� Synaptics Learning, Inc.
� Teach.com
� Tim Neill Associates
� Transition Associates Trifus

Few More Companies in Field of E-Learning:

Futuremedia
Blackboard
Skillsoft
RWD Technologies
Pennant
Thirdforce plc
Epic
KnowledgePool
Global Knowledge
3T
Assima
Video Arts
SumTotal Systems
RedTray
Imparta
Webex Communications
Fuel IT
Attic Learning

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

Saba
TPG Academy
Happy Computers
Enlight Limited
EBC
Questionmark
Easy i
FT Knowledge
Ivy Learning Services
Learndirect Solutions Limited
Learning Resources International
RTIX Ltd
Jenison CCI Ltd
gtslearning
XOR Ltd
Maris Technologies Ltd
Atrium Communications Limited
PTT
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�

Companies active in the UK with e-learning as the

principal business activity Company
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to enter in this untapped industry.

Population w.r.t to Project : 2.5Lakhs StudentApprox

Sample Size : 1020 Students

Sampling Procedure : Random Sampling

In Pune there are more than 300+ school exist. Sample size of

1020 was collected from few schools from Pune and Pimpri-

chinchwad. Schools which are selected are amongst the most

reputed schools in this area. Mention sample size (1020) can

provide most appropriate information related to objective of

project which can represents opinion of mentioned geographical

population.

Data collection activity was performed through Questionnaire

method. This Questionnaire consists of ten objective questions

which were selected after enough brainstorming with Project

Guide Dr. Puja Bhardwaj and Prof. Minal Wagh. Personal

information of students was also collected through questionnaire.

Ten schools are selected randomly from given population and

mentioned questionnaire get filled from student of these schools.

Internet has done revolution in many fields around us in last two

decades. Still the number of internet users are very low (7.6% of

total population) in India. These numbers of users are increased

considerably in last 10 years (1520% from year 2000) and will

grow in near future due to easy and cost effective availability of

the resources.

By 2020 India will have highest youth population (Age group18-

35) than any other country in the world. Satisfying quality

educational needs of these youth population is challenging task.

To satisfy these needs India has to adopt technology (Computers

& Internet) in learning process along with traditional education.

This learning methodology is known as E-learning Learning

through electronic medium.

Awareness survey is conducted in Pune region about E-Learning

process and Industry. Various information is collected from

students belong to age group 13-15 years. Analysis of the same is

given in following pages. Information is given to students

regarding Different uses of Internet, Various Industry

Application, Global statistics about internet, What is E-

Learning?, advantage and challenges in E-Learning process &

various service providers in India.

Awareness about Internet among students belong to age

group 13-15 years

Above data represents information about frequency of using

internet among the students. Results are really optimistic as over

45% of students use internet at least once in a week. Though these

numbers are good, 23% of population use internet only once in a

month and 22% of population uses internet once in a three

months. 10% of population has never used internet, which is a

area of concern as far as pune city is concern.

This data represents information about various purposes of using

internet. 73% of students uses internet for surfing information

related to various topics of their interest. 11% of students uses

internet for using their E-Mail account. Over 13% of students use

to get various other entertainment benefits like movie download,

songs download and computer games. Only 3% of student's uses

internet for chatting purpose.

Above mentioned table represents information about importance

of computer in education amongst student's life. Results are

really optimistic as over 96% of students feel that computer

education is very important along with their academics.

This data represents information about various avenues of

getting information about computers and internet. Over 39% of

students depend on internet only to get any important updates in

the field of internet and computers. 29% students use various

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Sampling Design

Explanation about sample size decision:

Source and method of data collection

Awareness Survey Data about E-Learning Process

(Pune Region, Maharashtra, India)

DataAnalysis

Frequency of Using Internet:

Purpose of Using Internet:

Various avenues to enhance computer (basic) knowledge

�

Frequency of Using Internet Number Percentage

Daily 121 11.86

Never 99 9.71

Once in a Month 234 22.94

Once in a three month 224 21.96

Once in a Week 342 33.53

Grand Total 1020 100.00

Grand Total 1020 100.00

Very Important 552 54.12

Not at all important 8 0.78

Important 433 42.45

Average 27 2.65

Importance of Computer in Education Number Percentage

72.65

Purpose of Using Internet Number Percentage

Chatting 27 2.65

E-Mail 114 11.18

Information 741

Others 138 13.53

Grand Total 1020 100.00

Source of Internet related Information Number Percentage

Books 296 29.02

CD Packages 46 4.51

Internet 393 38.53

Others 285 27.94

Grand Total 1020 100.00
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books written on these topics. 28% students' uses other sources

like TV programs, magazines, newspaper etc for the information

related to computer and internet.

Awareness and impact of E-learning on our Education

system

Above mentioned data represents information of awareness

amongst students about evolution in education system over the

years. Almost 98% students feel that our education has changed

in last few years and it will change considerably in next few

years.

Above mentioned data represents information of how many

students are aware about E-Learning system. E-Learning:

Learning through electronic medium. 69% students are not aware

about the E-learning. 31% students are aware about the e-

learning system and also aware about various electronic medium

which can be used for learning process.

Above mentioned data represents information about how many

students are willing to know about this new system of E-

Learning. Each and every student under survey gave positive

feedback.Awareness presentation was conducted in every school

as a part of this survey.

Above mentioned data represents how E-learning will have

impact on our education system in future. 99% students under

survey feel that E-learning will have huge impact on our

education system in coming few years.

Though E-Learning system is good and beneficial for the student,

there are few challenges in implementing the same at general

level . Above mentioned data represents various

challenges/obstacles in implementing E-learning process.

Feedback was as below:

Internet Connectivity: 29%

Unawareness about E-learning process: 22%

Trained Manpower: 20%

Computer Knowledge: 20%

Others: 9%

Above mentioned data represents information about, if students

wish to adopt E-learning process how much cost they can afford

for any web based product. Feedback on the same was as follows:

5000-10000(Amount in Rs): 85%

11000-15000(Amount in Rs): 9%

16000-20000(Amount in Rs): 4%

20000+(Amount in Rs): 2%

This is major benefit of E-learning process. In this process of

learning electronics medium ( Computers & Internet) are caught

up and there is no human being as such. So students can do their

class work as per their convenient.

Students need not to go any class room for learning purpose and

they can study wherever computers and internet are available.

This helps to diminish travel time and travel cost significantly

and they can employ this time and money ably for other work.

In traditional education system students don't get this

emancipation of selecting their own study material which meets

their knowledge and interest. In the process of E-learning

students can select their own study material which they

comprehend and which is appealing to them.

�

�

�

�

�

Opinion about changes in education system and learning

methodology:

Willingness to know about E-learning system & Industry:

Impact of E-learning on Education system in Future:

Major Obstacles in implementing E-Learning process:

Investment capacity for E-Learning product:

Advantages of E-Learning:

Class work can be scheduled around work and family

Reduces travel time and travel costs for off-campus

students

Students may have the option to select learning materials

that meets their level of knowledge and interest

Students can study anywhere they have access to a

-Learning ProductCost Affordability for E Number Percentage

5000-10000 863 84.61

11000-15000 96 9.41

16000-20000 40 3.92

20000+ 21 2.06

Grand Total 1020 100.00

NumberEvolution in Education System Percentage

No 25 2.45

Yes 995 97.55

Grand Total 1020 100.00

Awareness about E Learning- Number Percentage

No 705 69.12

Yes 315 30.88

Grand Total 1020 100.00

-Willingness to Know about E learning Total Percentage

Yes 1020 100

Grand Total 1020 100

Impact of E -learning on Education system in Future Number Percentage

No 11 1.08

Yes 1009 98.92

Grand Total 1020 100.00

Major Obstacles in Implementing in E- learning Process Number Percentage

Computer Knowledge 200 19.61

Internet Connectivity 292 28.63

Others 90 8.82

Trained Manpower 209 20.49

Unawareness about E-Learning Process 229 22.45

Grand Total 1020 100.00
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computer and Internet connection

Self-paced learning modules allow students to work at

their own pace.

Flexibility to join discussions in the bulletin board

threaded discussion areas at any hour, or visit with

classmates and instructors remotely in chat rooms

e-Learning can accommodate different learning styles

and facilitate learning through a variety of activities

Develops knowledge of the Internet and computers skills

that will help learners throughout their lives and careers

Successfully completing online or computer-based

courses builds self-knowledge and self-confidence and

encourages students to take responsibility for their

learning

Learners can test out of or skim over materials already

mastered and concentrate efforts in mastering areas

containing new information and/or skills

Access is available anytime, anywhere, around the globe.

Per-student equipment costs are affordable.

Student tracking is made easy.

Possible "learning object" architecture supports on

demand, personalized learning.

Content is easily updated.

Challenges in implementing E-Learning Process

Dealing with Learners with low motivation or bad study

habits.

Without the routine structures of a traditional class,

students may get lost or confused about course activities

and deadlines

Students can study from any corner of the planet wherever they

have access to computers and internet. This is one of the biggest

recompense of this learning process.

Avaricious supremacy of each and every student is diverse from

each other. The modules which are selected by students are

according to their aptitude and potential. This module helps them

to learn anything as per their placate level.

These are the various forums offered to students due to

contraption in modern instance in the field of technology.

Students can have online discussion with faculty and also have

chat on various issues allied to their study course.

Innovative learning methodology and techniques can be

implemented efficiently with the use of computers and internet.

These various teaching methodology can help to lucid diverse

perception allied to any topic.

These are ethereal benefits of e-learning. Students use these

technological instruments more recurrently in their learning

process which help them to augment acquaintance of these

instruments. They can use this acquaintance in various fields.

After all techno savvy person will be an asset to any organization.

This is the most imperative learning facet in human being. When

any person learns anything of their own, the impact of such

learning process will always linger for longer extent. This also

helps them to augment their self-knowledge and self confidence.

Getting into convention of self-learning can help user to take

accountability for their learning process which is eventually

favorable for them.

Once students conclude with any particular model, they can stir

forward learning new things related to that topic and can perk up

their skill set with their own speed. Students need not to wait for

concluding any fix time duration to get certified for any particular

module.

Students always have admittance to a potentially massive library

of training and information whether they are working from home,

in the office, or from a hotel room. As cellular modems become

more popular, students will even be able to access training in a

place that doesn't have a traditional phone line or network

connection.

Almost any computer today outfitted with a modem and free

browser software can access the Internet or a private Intranet. The

cost of setup is relatively low.

Because students complete their training while they are

connected to the network, it is easy to implement powerful

student-tracking systems. WBT enables the data to be

automatically tracked on the server-computer. This information

can be as simple as who has accessed the courseware and what are

their assessment scores, to detailed information including how

they answered individual test questions and how much time they

spent in each module.

With WBT, there is virtually no storage limitation and content

can be held on one or more servers. The best WBT is designed so

that content is "chunked" into discrete knowledge objects to

provide greater flexibility. Students can access these objects

through pre-defined learning paths, use skill assessments to

generate personal study plans, or employ search engines to find

exact topics.

This is perhaps the single biggest benefit to WBT. In today's fast-

paced business environment, training programs frequently

change. With WBT it is a simple matter of copying the updated

files from a local developer's computer onto the server-computer.

The next time students connect to the Web page for training, they

will automatically have the latest version.

Though there are many benefits of e-learning process, following

are few challenges which are faced by this e-learning industry.

Finding solutions for these challenges is tough task and which

needs to be done in future for better expansion of this industry.

Dealing with “unwillingness to learn” new thing is biggest

challenges as far as e-learning process is concern. Even in

traditional education system also it is very difficult to maintain

good motivation among student to learn new thing. In E-learning

process it is far more difficult than traditional education system.

In e-learning process there is no fix class room structure as

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�
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available in traditional education system. Therefore it's difficult

to act on deadline of the course and any other activities related to

course.

Students are alone most of the time while learning through E-

learning process. Understanding is much better when instructor

and other classmates are around. So getting over feeling of

isolation from the instructor and classmates is biggest challenges.

To study with these process one should have very fast internet

connection speed and good quality computers. Lack of

availability may leads to losing interest in learning process.

Many students don't know about how to perform basic computer

operation and how to use various e-learning software's. This is

amongst the major challenge at beginner level in implementing e-

learning process.

Following are various findings of given research project. Finding

provides information wr.t. The objectives which are set at the

beginning of the projects.

Results are really optimistic as over 45% of students use internet

at least once in a week. Though these numbers are good, 23% of

population use internet only once in a month and 22% of

population uses internet once in a three months. 10% of

population has never used internet, which is a area of concern as

far as pune city is concern.

73% of students uses internet for surfing information related to

various topics of their interest. 11% of students uses internet for

using their E-Mail account. Over 13% of students use to get

various other entertainment benefits like movie download, songs

download and computer games. Only 3% of student's uses

internet for chatting purpose.

Results are really optimistic as over 96% of students feel that

computer education is very important along with their

academics.

Over 39% of students depend on internet only to get any

important updates in the field of internet and computers. 29%

students use various books written on these topics. 28% students'

uses other sources like TV programs, magazines, newspaper etc

for the information related to computer and internet.

98% students said that our education has changed in last few

years and it will change considerably in next few years.

E-Learning: Learning through electronic medium. 69% students

are not aware about the E-learning. 31% students are aware about

the e-learning system and also aware about various electronic

medium which can be used for learning process.

Each and every student under survey gave positive feedback.

Awareness presentation was conducted in every school as a part

of this survey.

Over 98% students under survey said that E-learning will have

huge impact on our education system in coming few years.

Though E-Learning system is good and beneficial for the student,

there are few challenges in implementing the same at general

level. Following are various challenges/obstacles in

implementing E-learning process.

Internet Connectivity: 29%

Unawareness about E-learning process: 22%

Trained Manpower: 20%

Computer Knowledge: 20%

Others: 9%

This question was included to verify, if students wish to start with

E-learning process how much cost they can afford for any web

based product. Feedback on the same was as follows:

5000-10000: 85%

11000-15000: 9%

16000-20000: 4%

20000+: 2%

1. E-learning will be having massive brunt on our education

system.

2. India needs to do a strong marketing of E-learning system to

create competitive workforce which can meet future

challenges in various fields.

3. There is an enormous prospect to start new venture in E-

learning segment as only over 30+ companies operating in

this sector.

4. Rate of recurrence of using internet among students belong

to age group 13-15 years is good(45%).

�

�

�

Eliminating feeling of isolation from the instructor and

classmates.

Slow Internet connections or older computers may make

accessing course materials frustrating

Managing computer files and online learning software

can sometimes seem complex for students with beginner-

level computer skills.

Findings

“Awareness about Internet among students belong to age

group 13-15 years”

Frequency of using internet:

Various purpose/s of surfing internet

Importance of computer knowledge in education:

Avenues to enhance the computer (basic) knowledge:

“Awareness and impact of E-learning on our Education

system”

Opinion about education system and learning methodology:

Awareness about E-Learning system:

Willingness to know about E-learning system & Industry:

Impact of E-learning on our education system in future:

Major Obstacles in implementing E-Learning process:

Investment capacity for E-Learning product

Conclusion
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5. E-learning companies should have paying attention on

creating “requirement based products” to satisfy needs of

different age group.

6. Espousal of technology in learning process will definitely

help students in their career in future as techno savvy person

is always an asset to any organization.

7. Government needs to invest profoundly for building

infrastructure facility.

8. E-Learning companies should focus on developing cost

effective products.

9. Strong network needs to be established to understand

diversified students learning requirements and develop

product according to those requirements.

Annexure

Questionnaire

Name: .........................................................................................

School Name: .............................................................................

Address:......................................................................................

.......................................................................................

Designation : ..............................................................................

Phone No: ..................................................................................

E-Mail Address: .........................................................................

Daily Once in a Week

Once in a Month Once in a Three Month

E-Mail Chatting

Information/Knowledge Others

Please Specify: ...........................................................................

Very Important Important

Average Not at all Important

Books Internet

CD Packages Others

Please Specify: ..........................................................................

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Computer Knowledge Internet Connectivity

Trained Manpower

Unawareness about E-Learning Process

Others

Please Specify: .........................................................................

5000-10000 11000-15000

16000-20000 20000+

If any other, Please specify: .....................................................

Comments: ...............................................................................

...............................................................................

References:

Provides practical tips and tools designed for quick

implementation, real life examples of managing Web-based

training.

The single most popular book on e-learning. The CD-ROM

includes full code for the best examples of each type of training

Web pages shown in the book, which can be customized for

creating training sites.

Edited book of choices, policies challenges, ethics, players,

technologies, learning patterns and future trends in digital

learning.

Leading E-Learning/2001/ISBN: 1-56286-298-7/www.astd.org

Michael Allen's Guide to E-Learning/2003/ISBN: 0-471-20302-

5/www.alleni.com

Beyond E-Learning: Approaches and Technologies to Enhance

O r g a n i z a t i o n a l K n o w l e d g e , L e a r n i n g , a n d

P e r f o r m a n c e / 2 0 0 6 / I S B N : 0 - 7 8 7 9 - 7 7 5 7 -

8/www.marcrosenberg.com

1. How frequently do you use internet?

2. What is/are your various purpose/s of surfing internet?

3. Importance of computer knowledge in education?

4. Which avenues would you consider to enhance the

computer (basic) knowledge?

5. Do you think education system and learning

methodology has changed over the years?

6. Are you aware of E-Learning system?

7. Would you like to know about/more about E-learning

system & Industry?

8. Do you think that E-learning will have a huge impact

on the education system in future?

9. What are the Major Obstacles in implementing E-

Learning process?

10. How much amount (In Rs.) you can invest in any E-

Learning product?

Signature

Would you like us to share this project with your family?

Research Literature

1. Ellis,A. , et al. (1999). Managing Web-Based Training.

2. Hall, B. (1997). Web-Based Training Cookbook. Wiley.

3. Donald Hanna & Associates (2000). Higher Education in

the Era of Digital Competition. Madison, WI: Atwood

Publishing.

E-Books:

Websites:

�

www.google.co.in

www.internetworldstats.com/stats.htm

http://www.punesite.com/schools-in-pune.html
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INTRODUCTION OBJECTIVES

Research Methodology

India is one of the fastest growing economies in the world, and it

entered the 21st century with an urban population of about 300

million, which will further increase to over 400 million by the

year 2011 and 553 million by the year 2021. The Indian real estate

sector has played a significant role in the country's economy. The

real estate sector is second largest sector after agriculture, in

terms of employment generation and contributes heavily towards

the gross domestic product (GDP).The rapid population growth,

rising income levels of a growing middle class along with

increase in nuclear families, low interest rates, modern attitudes

to home ownership (the average age of a new homeowner in 2006

was 32 years compared with 45 years a decade ago) and a change

of attitude amongst the young working population all combined

to boost housing demand.Almost 90 per cent of real estate

developed is residential space and the rest includes office, hotels

shopping malls and hospitals. One of the big problems of real-

estate market is that supply lags behind demand. Over the past

decade real estate sector has had its highs and lows. Construction

Industry is hit by economic slowdown and property developers

are gone through rough patches by less business and they are in

dire need of marketing strategies to overcome this crisis. The

study will enable the property developers to know about the

current market conditions and thereby they can generate sales by

adopting appropriate marketing strategy.

1. To arrive appropriate marketing strategy that can be adopted

by property developers to attract customers.

2. To understand customers perceptions on the product and

expectations, so as to help the Property Developers.

3. To find out the means to tackle various problems pertaining

to the field.

4. To decipher the needs of the customer and comprehend their

perception towards buying properties.

The study employs systematic, formal and descriptive research

techniques. This study is based on the data collected through

structured questionnaire and in-depth, unstructured and informal

interview with key personnel.

Data sources consisted of primary and secondary sources.

Primary data include the marketing personnel of property

developers and developers with experience spanning from

fresher to well experienced . A structured questionnaire was

developed and administered to generate the primary data.

Sources of secondary data included the information provided by

various text books, magazines and internet. Internet has been a

major secondary source for the extraction of the expert's opinion.

Impact of Recession on Real-Estate Business with

Retail Perspective: An Empirical Study in Chennai

Dr. Debajani Sahoo*
S. Sureshkumar**

* Asst Professor, Dept of MBA, Vels University, Pallavaram , Chennai.
** Asst. Professor, Dept of MBA, Vels University, Pallavaram , Chennai.

ABSTRACT

There is an overall slowdown in demand across India as has been experienced by industry players .Global

recession has hit the construction industry in which residential property development has comprised major part of

the construction activity having tough time doing business since the customers hardly purchase any property

because of decrease in purchasing power and reluctance in buying property, directly affects the construction

industry. Customers are the backbone of the business and without them companies will be out of business. The

Companies have to adopt different strategy to satisfy their customer's expectation in order to increase the sales and

market share. This paper is all about the factors which affect the property development and to frame the

Marketing strategies which can help the property developers specifically at Chennai. This research work is aimed

to attract the prospective customers to come out of the shell.

Key words: Construction business, marketing strategy
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Simple convenient sampling technique has been used. The

respondents for the study have been selected based on the years

of experience and expertise. The respondents are interviewed

with the help of a well structured questionnaire and interviewed

personally to gather the required information. A sample of 100

are taken for the study specifically from of property developers.

The Directors, marketing manager/personnel of leading

construction companies are given questionnaire and interviewed

personally from Metropolitan of Greater Chennai.

Analysis and interpretation are done through the Statistical tools

like Sample percentage analysis,Weighted Average Method,

Chi-square analysis.

Sources: primary Data

According to the age distribution 39% are under the age group

of 35-45 years followed by, 31% between 25-35 years, 18% are

above 45 years, and 12% of them are below the age group of 25.

So it shows maximum number of respondents are coming under

the age group of 35-45.According to the educational background

39% are post graduates, 32% are degree holders, 19% are high

school passed outs, and 10% are secondary school passed outs.

Experiencewise, 12% have up to 3 yrs of experience, 27% have

3-10 yrs experience, 39% have10-20 yrs experience and 22%

have 20 yrs and above experience.

Financial feasibility of real estate industry in the current scenario

41% of the respondents says client prefers 15 25 lakhs budget

house, 39 % of the respondents says client prefers 25- 35 lakhs

budget, 21%of the respondents says 35 - 50 lakhs budget and

9% of the respondents says client prefers 50 lakhs and above

budget residential property.

When asked if they have options while promoting a property,

22% said no, 34% said yes, 44% said to some extent.

22% said they are not able to control the costs during this

economic slow down, 51% said they are able to control the costs

and 27% said they are able to control the costs to some extent.

22% said Advertising motivated the customer, 19% said

Hoarding, 17% said Sales Promotion, 15% said leaflet and the

remaining 27% said Word of Mouth motivated the customer

14% says that car park without cost brings in the customer, 13%

says that offering consumer products like air conditioner, geyser

etc brings in the customer,40% say No EMI until possession

brings in the customer and the remaining 33 % say Choices given

to customer considering their budget & space requirement.

DATAANALYSIS & INTERPRETATION

Demographic details

Current status of the real estate sales

Budget Range preferred by client

Options on promoting a property

Ability of Cost control

Motivational factors

Promotional offers to attract customers.

Customer expectation

2

3

No

1

Qualification

Years of experience

Demographics

Age Group

S.S.L.C

H.S.C

U.G

P.G

0 - 3 Yrs

3-10 Yrs

10-20 Yrs

20 yrs and above

Total

Sub - groups

Below 25

25-35

35-45

45 & Above

10

19

32

39

12

27

39

22

100

No of respondents

12

31

39

18

10%

19%

32%

39%

12%

27%

39%

22%

100%

Percentage

12%

31%

39%

18%

No of respondents

21

32

47

100

Financial feasibility of real

estate industry

Good

Fair

Poor

Total

Percentage

21%

32%

47%

100%

Budget Range

15 - 25 lakhs

25 - 35 lakhs

35 - 50 lakhs

50 lakhs and above

No. of respondents

41

29

21

9

Percentage

41%

29%

21%

9%

Options

Yes

To some extent

No

No of respondents

22

34

44

Percentage

20%

30%

39%

Options

Yes

To some extent

No

No of respondents

51

27

22

Percentage

51 %

27 %

22 %

Options

Advertising

Hoarding

Sales Promotion

Leaflet

Word of Mouth

No of respondents

22

19

17

15

27

Percentage

22%

19%

17%

15%

27%

No of respondents

14

13

40

33

Promotions

Car park without cost

Offer products like air conditioner, geyser etc,

No EMI until possession

Choices to customer regarding budget, space requirement.

Percentage

14%

13%

40%

33%
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26% say that customers expect completion time, 18% say

Builder's Reputation, 17% say Customization, 16% say

Competitive rate with quality, 14% say Post sales service, 9% say

Appreciation of property.

To determine the association between the education background

and ability to cost control , chi-square test has been done .

Ho : There is no significance relationship between the education

background and ability to cost control

Degree of Freedom = (no. of rows 1) * (no. of columns 1)

= (r-1) * (c-1)

= (4-1) * (3-1)

= 3 * 2

= 6

Calculated value, X2 cal. = 13.608

Tabulated value , X2 tab = 12.596 at 5 % level of

significance

Since x2 cal > x2 tab,Accept H1 & Reject Ho

Hence there is Significant relationship between the

education background and ability to cost control

To determine the association between Year of experience and

Financial feasibility assessment,ANOVAmethod has been used.

Ho : There is no significance relationship between Year of

experience and Financial feasibility assessment.

Hypothesis

Observed frequency:

Expected frequency

YEAR OF EXPERIENCE Vs FINANCIAL

FEASIBILITY

Null Hypothesis

Observed frequency

Expected frequency

�

�

�

�

Year of
Experience

0 -3
3-10

20 & above

Total

10 -20

Good

2
5

8
6

21

Fair

4
9

12
7

32

Poor

6
13

19
9

47

Total

12
27

39

22

100

Financial feasibility
QUALIFICATION

S.S.L.C

HSC

U.G.

P.G

Total

Yes

2

5

19

25

51

No

5

8

4

5

22

To some extent

3

6

9

9

27

Total

10

19

32

39

100

COST CONTROL

No of respondents

9

16

18

26

17

14

Percentage

9%

16%

18%

26%

17%

14%

Expectation

Appreciation of property

Competitive rate with quality

Completion time

Customization

Post sales service

—

5.1

9.69

16.32

19.89

2.7

5.13

8.64

10.53

2.2

4.18

7.04

8.58

E

5.1

2.7

2.2

9.69

5.13

4.18

16.32

8.64

7.04

19.89

10.53

8.58

O

2

3

5

5

6

8

19

9

4

25

9

5

Total

1.884

0.033

3.5636

2.2699

0.1475

0.9139

0.440

0.015

1.3127

1.3128

0.2223

1.4937

13.608

(O E) -

E

2

2.52

5.67

8.19

4.62

3.84

8.64

12.48

7.04

5.64

12.69

18.33

10.34

E

2.52

3.84

5.64

5.67

8.64

12.69

8.19

12.48

18.33

4.62

7.04

10.34

O

2

4

6

5

9

13

8

12

19

6

7

9

Total

0.1073

0.0067

0.0229

0.0792

0.015

0.0076

0.0044

0.0185

0.0245

0.4122

0.0003

0.1737

0.8723

2
(O E) / E

_____
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Degree of Freedom = (no. of rows 1) * (no. of columns 1)

= (r-1) * (c-1)

= (4-1) * (3-1)

= 3 * 2 = 6

Calculated value, X2 cal. = 0.8723

Tabulated value , X2 tab = 12.596 at 5 % level of

significance

Since X2 cal < X2 tab,Accept Ho and Reject H1

Hence, there is No Significant relationship between Year of

experience and Financial feasibility assessment

T

= 7 + 22 + 44 + 17 + 10

= 100

CF = T²/ cr = 100²/20 = 500

CF

= 13 + 138 + 606 + 97 + 38 - 500

= 392

= 7²/4 + 22²/4 + 44²/4 + 17²/4 + 10²/4 - 500

= 214.5

SSN = TSS - SSB

= 392 - 214.5

= 177.5

Degrees of freedom = (4,16)

Table value of F distribution at 5% level of significance is 4.26.

So Calculated value is less than the Table value.So, Accept Ho

and Reject H1

Therefore, all age group has felt that the current status of the real

estate is in the same manner.

To measure the important factors for property development

WEIGHTEDAVERAGE METHOD has been taken.

Land value is the mandatory things required for property

development followed by marketing activities and raw material

price. To get the correct ranking weightage average method

followed and output given below.

Factors important for property development are ranked from

the weighted average method and according to their importance

land value is followed by marketing promotion, construction cost

and Cost of raw material

Most of the respondents feel that the current real estate business

in Chennai is not too good but at the same time they don't feel it is

too bad too. Every one feels that the momentum created a couple

of year has not continued. Project funding has been stopped by

�

�

ANOVA - Analysis of variance

Distributed Table

ANOVTable

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Step 5

Anova one way table:

Factors important of property development

Research Findings

= ÓX1 + ÓX2+ ÓX3+ ÓX4+ ÓX5

TSS = ÓX1² + ÓX2²+ ÓX3²+ ÓX4²+ ÓX5²

SSB = ÓX1²/N1+ ÓX2²/N2+ ÓX3²/N3+ ÓX4²/N4+ ÓX5²/N5 - CF

Î

Current status of the Real estateAge (in years)

Below 25

25 - 35

35 - 45

45 & above

Worse

1

2

2

2

Poor

3

8

7

4

Average

9

20

10

5

Good

4

8

4

1

Excellent

3

5

2

--

1 1 3 9 9 81 4 16 3 9

2 4 8 64 20 400 8 64 5 25

2 4 7 49 10 100 4 16 2 4

2 4 4 16 5 25 1 1

7 13 22 138 44 606 17 97 10 38

X1 X2 X2² X3 X3² X4 X4² X5 X5²—

——

N - 1
20 - 1 = 19

Total TSS = 392

F = MSB *
_____

MSW
5 - 1 = 4
K - 1

SSB____
= MSB

K - 1

214.5 / 4 = 53.625

Between SSB = 214.5

N - K

SSW____
= MSW

177.5 /16 =11.093

N — K
20 - 4 =16

= 53.625 /1.093

= 4.834
With in SSW = 177.5

F ValueMean sum of
square

Source of
variance

Sum of
square

Degree of
freedom

Options

Land Value

Raw material
price

Construction
cost

Marketing
activities

Very
Important

51

31

29

49

Important

38

37

33

36

4

19

12

6

Unimportant

5

8

16

6

Very
Unimportant

2

5

10

3

Can't
say

Land Value

Cost of raw
material

Construction cost

Marketing
promotion

1

51

31

29

49

2

38

37

33

36

3

4

19

12

6

4

5

8

16

6

5

2

5

10

3

WEIGHTED

AVERAGE

4.31

3.81

3.55

4.22

RANK

1

4

3

2

WEIGHTAGE

FACTORS

?

?
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all banks by 2008 beginning since the Reserve Bank of India has

announced Real Estate business a speculative one and advised

all the nationalized banks to stop funding for property

development.. customers reluctance to invest/buy new property

has add fuel on fire. So financial feasibility has become tough

for developers. Lower & Medium budget houses are being

expected by whom are in these segment and those who can invest

more too shows interest in these budget range. Options like

locality, budget, flat sizes are helpful to convert a interested one

as a customer. But this economic slowdown put the developers in

a hot spot, restricted them to provide limited options. Cost control

is an important factor which would help the developers to quote a

competitive price and this would bring customer. Cost control

techniques can be effectively adopted by qualified

person.Reputation & Goodwill will bring more customers and it

will come with no expense but through word of mouth.No EMI

until possession will certainly bring good number of customers.

Land value plays important role in fixing the selling price.

During economic slow down, a property developer would

have less scope of generating fund for commercial

establishment. It is also applicable for residential

development but stage payments from customers through

bank by releasing their loan amount will generate money

flow and helpful for them to run the projects.

Since buying house is generally happen once in a life time

customer will make a lot of enquiries with near and dear and

that would play major role in customers decision making.

Recommendations will come through a heart of satisfaction.

So, quality & proper planning will bring developer close to

the heart of a customer.

Until 2008 developers are focused on NRI & IT customers.

Targeting this group of people, the property developers have

only invested in 'high end' homes which can be afforded only

by these affluent group. In current situation of global melt

and the excessive dependence one market segment has made

things difficult for the developers. Now the time has come to

focus on other middle class segment which happens to be

very big and it could be tapped. This would benefit both the

parties by giving business to developers on one hand and on

the other hand dream of owning a home has full filled to the

customers.

Engaging qualified, experienced person will help to get

quality product with cost effectiveness.

Indian real estate is mainly concentrated in two areas namely

commercial and residential real estate. For the scope of this study,

it concentrates on the residential property development which is

a frontrunner of urban housing development in India The

targeted audiences are personnel from construction industry

especially from marketing domain. Completion of the project

could help marketing team to develop marketing strategies

according to the market condition and demand. Property sales

began slumping in 2008 amid a global meltdown and reluctance

among buyers leading to a severe cash crunch. The property

developers are in need of suitable marketing strategy to win over

the mind of customers. The present economic slowed down

would not continue for long and rising trend will start soon as

projected by economists .Although other major cities in India

affected more, Chennai has not affected to that extend. In

Chennai property price has not fallen down as compare to other

cities like Hyderabad and Bangalore. Property developers should

learn good things during this slow down and they should adopt

themselves to the changed condition .Technology Innovative

thinking, quality consciousness will give them edge. Serving to

single market segment is an out dated approach. Property

developers should always try out various venues to explore

untapped market segments and it will benefit both the developer

and the neglected segment customer.

SUGGESTIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusion
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Introduction

ConsumerAwareness

Consumer Satisfaction

Solar hot water heaters use the sun to heat either water or a heat-

transfer fluid in collectors. There are passive systems and active

systems. A typical system will reduce the need for conventional

water heating by about two-thirds. Sometimes the plumbing from

a solar heater connects to a house's existing water heater, which

stays inactive as long as the water coming in is hot or hotter than

the temperature setting on the indoor water heater. When it falls

below this temperature, the home's water heater can kick in to

make up the difference. High-temperature solar water heaters can

provide energy-efficient hot water and hot water required for

large commercial and industrial facilities. Water heating can

account for 30% of a household's energy use. A solar hot water

heater can be able to facilitate the same amount of water for a

fraction of the cost. Consumer satisfaction is seen as proof of

delivering quality product or service. Higher consumer

satisfaction is an index of perceived quality. That consumer

satisfaction when delivered brings sales growth and market

share. These in turn will not only generate higher profits, but will

provide competitive strength for long-term business vitality and

growth. When homes are designed well and include such

measures as passive solar heating measures, operating costs are

significantly lower. Whether the buyer is satisfied after purchase

depends on the offer's performance in relation to the buyer's

expectations. In general, satisfaction is a person's feelings of

pleasure or disappointment resulting from comparing a product's

perceived performance (or outcome) in relation to his or her

expectations.

The link between customer satisfaction and customer loyalty is

not proportional. High satisfaction or delight creates an

emotional bond with the brand or company, not just a rational

preference. Most successful companies are raising expectations

and delivering performance to match. These companies are

aiming for TCS Total Customer Satisfaction.

Consumer awareness is created from past buying experience,

friends, associates advice, marketers, competitor's information

and promises. Most successful companies are raising

expectations and delivering performance to match. Substantial

portions are aware of solar and portions have had past experience

with solar water heater. Water heating aware is generated from a

variety of sources with books and magazines being the most

common source. Few of the consumers are aware of solar water

heating on an unaided basis, while majority are aware of solar in

total. Awareness of solar working in conjunction with electricity

is almost double that of awareness of solar working with gas.

Consumer satisfaction is seen as proof of delivering quality

product or service. Whether the buyer is satisfied after purchase
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ABSTRACT

Energy conservation and environmental protection have today emerged as pressing issues and are being accorded

top most priority by companies all over the world. In the present scenario of depleting natural non-renewable

resources, it is becoming increasingly important to harness energy from other alternative sources. Sun and wind

have become two widely harnessed sources of energy. Solar heating has become the order of the day and is a very

low cost and efficient alternative. Although initial set up costs are high, they are energy and cost effective in the

long run. Having the responsibility to hand over a cleaner, greener and safer environment to the next generation, it

is high time we switched over to these form of energy. This study covers an analysis of the extent of awareness and

satisfaction among consumers of solar water heating system.
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depends on the offer's performance in relation to buyer's

expectations. REVIEW OF LITERATURE

The paramount goal of marketing is to understand the consumers

and to influence buying behaviour. One of the main perspectives

of the consumer behaviour research analysis buying behaviour

from the so-called “information processing perspective”

(Holbrook and Hirschman 1982). According to the model,

consumer decision making process companies a need satisfying

behaviour and a wide range of motivating and influencing factors

(Engel, Blackwess et al. 1995)

Marketing analysis consumer satisfaction by employing a

psychologically grounded concept of attitudes (Bardeijahn 1988,

Ronis,Yates et al 1989, Luzar and Cosse 1998).

Hussain Al Madani studies a batch solar water heater in Bahrain

consisting an evaluated the product service system concept has

been suggested as a way to contribute to the solar heater system

level improvement (Goedkoop, Van Helen et al 1999, Mount

2000).

Information processing perspective marketing analysis

consumer satisfaction by employing a psychologically concept

of attitudes (Basderjahn 1988, Ronis, Yates et al 1989, Luzar and

Cosse 1998).

This study gives us the facts about the solar water heater system.

These solar hot water heaters offers benefits behind that of

economic gain by reducing of electricity and gas consumed, and

also solar hot water heaters help reduce pollutants. Thus, by this

study we have come across the facts about how many consumers

are aware of the solar water heaters and their usages and also

about the level of satisfaction of customers on the usage of this

product.

TATA, Good sun, Sunlit systems, Surya water heaters are

different companies that are taken for study. The research was

carried over by distributing questionnaires to the various

customers of all these companies. There are also respondents

having more than two solar water heaters of which either one is of

some other brand that is not of the companies that are taken for

this study.

The study carried over, enables these solar water heater

companies to understand about consumes attitude of perception

towards the product, which has helped them to promote their

product to consumers by providing them with various

information about the product. The companies can understand

about the negative feeling about the product and they have to

come forward to erase out all negatives, which would create more

satisfaction among consumers.

The progress and prosperity of the Solar Heater system depends

upon the effective utilization of the resources, which in turn

improves the level of output. Awareness and satisfaction of the

consumers is an important aspect which helps or leads to achieve

the targets of the market. Solar water heater system can be one of

the best investment made in a solar energy technology. Around

30% of a household's energy costs come from water heating.

Solar hot water heaters are capable of facilitating the same

amount of heated water at a fraction of the energy expense

compared to contemporary water heating systems. A solar hot

water heating array's performance is dependent on the intensity

of the sun in its location. Solar hot water heaters offer benefits

beyond that of economic gain by reducing of electricity and gas

consumed, solar hot water heaters help to reduce pollutants.After

the payback period of the solar hot water heater, water heating

only costs as much as maintenance of the system. Another

advantage, assuming a non-booster heating system, is that water

heating costs will have no variance on the market price of energy.

Efficient products usually cost more, in some cases there may be

little or no added initial cost. Most efficient products are also

premium products, so it is difficult to say that you are paying for

the efficiency. In some instances, efficiency can even reduce first

cost, as in the case where smaller, properly sized heating and

cooling systems can be installed if they are highly efficient. High-

performance homes offer huge savings in terms of occupant

comfort and safety, and reduced litigation and callbacks. This

study has been undertaken to analyze the extent of awareness and

satisfaction of respondents towards solar heater system.

The study has been undertaken with the following objectives:

1. To know the trend of solar systems.

2. To study the awareness level of consumers in solar systems.

3. To examine the factors influencing selection of the solar

systems.

4. To assess the level of satisfaction of consumers in using the

solar systems and

5. To identify the problems faced by the consumers in using the

solar systems and to offer concrete suggestions.

Manufacture / production of goods must satisfy the requirements

of consumers. If consumers reject the goods or do not have liking

for the goods, then the entire production becomes a waste. It is,

therefore, necessary on the part of manufacturers to understand

the requirements of consumers. The study is confined to examine

the extent of satisfaction of respondents / users of solar heater

systems only.

Research methodology is a way to systematically solve the

research problem. It may be understood as science of studying

how research is done scientifically. Sampling is simply the

process of learning about the population on the basis of a sample

drawn by it. A sample is a subset of population units. The

researcher has selected the respondents using random sampling

Need ForThe Study

Different Solar Heater Companies Taken For Study

Importance of the Study

Statement of the Problem

Objectives of the Study

Scope Of The Study

Methodology
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method. The samples were drawn from the population of 125

respondents. Questionnaire have been designed and distributed

to the respondents to elicit primary data. The data, were collected

from the consumers on Random basis. These data were analyzed

through descriptive analysis, chi-square analysis, five point

scaling techniques and average score analysis. The period of

study for researchers is from June 2009 to September 2009.

The study has the following limitations:

1. The study covers Coimbatore city only.

2. The result obtained in the present study cannot be

generalized to any other solar products.

3. The result of the study mainly depends upon the information

given by the respondents. Since the attitudes and character

of the respondents are subject to frequent changes, the

results of the study are based on the present conditions only.

The results of the analysis of the collected data are presented

below:

Source: Primary Data

It is clear from the above table that respondents constituting 40%

are between the age limit of 41 years 60 years. Further

respondents constituting 8.8% are below 30 years. It is therefore

clear that maximum percentages of respondents are between age

limit 41 60 years.

Source: Primary Data

The table above clearly shows that 56% of respondents are male

respondents and remaining 44% of respondents are female

respondents. It is therefore clear that maximum percentage of

respondents are male respondents.

Source: Primary Data

The survey reveals that 34.4% of respondents are in joint family

and 65.6% of respondents are of nuclear type of family. It is

therefore clear that maximum percentage of respondents are in

nuclear type of family.

Source: Primary Data

It is clear from the above table that 41.6% of respondents are in

the family with number of members up to 3. 21.6% of

respondents are in family with more than 6 members. Therefore it

shows that maximum respondents are in the family with number

of members up to 3.

Source: Primary Data

The table reveals that maximum of 44% of respondents possess

PG qualification, 37.6% of respondents possess UG

qualification, 14.4% of respondents possess school level

qualification and 4% of respondents are illiterates. Therefore we

can understand that maximum of respondents possess PG

qualification.

Limitations Of The Study

AnalysisAnd Interpretation Of Data

TABLE 1

AGE OFTHE RESPONDENTS

TABLE 2

GENDER OFTHE RESPONDENTS

TABLE 3

TYPE OFFAMILY

TABLE 4

NUMBER OFMEMBERS IN THE FAMILY

TABLE 5

EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATIONS OF THE

RESPONDENTS

NUMBER OF

RESPONDENTS

11

41

50

23

125

PERCENTAGE

8.8

32.8

40.0

18.4

100

AGE GROUP

Below 30 years

41– 60 years

Above 60 years

TOTAL

—

NUMBER OF

RESPONDENTS

70

55

125

GENDER

Male

Female

TOTAL

PERCENTAGE

56

44

100

TYPE OF FAMILY

Joint

Nuclear

TOTAL

NUMBER OF

RESPONDENTS

43

82

125

PERCENTAGE

34.4

65.6

100

NUMBER OF

RESPONDENTS

52

46

27

125

NUMBER OF MEMBERS

Upto 3

4 to 6

Above 6

TOTAL

PERCENTAGE

41.6

36.8

21.6

100

NUMBER OF

RESPONDENTS

5

18

47

55

0

125

EDUCATIONAL

QUALIFICATION

Illiterate

School level

UG

PG

Others

TOTAL

PERCENTAGE

4.0

14.4

37.6

44.0

0

100
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TABLE 6

OCCUPATION OFRESPONDENTS

TABLE 7

MONTHLYFAMILYINCOME OFRESPONDENTS

TABLE 8

REASONS FOR CHOOSINGSOLAR SYSTEM

TABLE 9

SOURCE OFAWARENESS OFCOMPANIES

TABLE 10

REASONS FOR CHOOSINGSOLAR SYSTEM

TABLE 11

ANYPROBLEMS IN SOLAR SYSTEM

Source: Primary Data

The survey clearly shows that 50.4% of respondents are

businessman, 28.8% of respondents are employed, 15.2% of

respondents are under other occupational category, and 5.6% of

respondents are under agricultural occupation. It is therefore

understood that majority of respondents are businessmen.

Source: Primary data

The table clearly shows that 43.2% of respondents earns annual

family income between Rs.30,001 to Rs.45,000, 24.8% of

respondents earn income between Rs.15,001 to Rs.30,000,

19.2% of respondents earn income above Rs.45,001 and 12.8%

of respondents earn income less than Rs.15,000. Therefore it is

concluded that maximum of the respondents are between the

income level Rs.30,001 to Rs.45,000.

Source: Primary Data

The survey reveals that 63.2% of respondents choose solar

system since it does not consume power, 19.2% of respondents

choose solar system due to safety, 15.2% of respondents choose

because of long lasting feature and 2.4% of respondents choose

because it is economical. It is therefore revealed that maximum

respondents choose solar heater system because of no power

supply.

Source: Primary Data

The survey clearly shows that 36.8% of respondents came to

know about companies through relatives, 25.6% of respondents

through friends, 20.8% of respondents through the companies

themselves, 9.6% of respondents through newspaper and 7.2% of

respondents through television. It is therefore proved that

maximum respondents are aware of these companies through

relatives.

Source: Primary Data

The survey reveals that 63.2% of respondents choose solar

system since it does not consume power, 19.2% of respondents

choose solar system due to safety, 15.2% of respondents choose

because of long lasting feature and 2.4% of respondents choose

because it is economical. It is therefore revealed that maximum

respondents choose solar heater system because of no power

supply.

Source: Primary Data

The survey discloses that 75.2% of respondents have no

problems in solar heater system and remaining 24.8% of

respondents have some problems in solar heater system. It is

clear from the survey that majority of respondents have no

problem with the solar heater system.

OCCUPATION

Agriculture

Business

Employed

Others

TOTAL

NUMBER OF

RESPONDENTS

7

63

36

19

125

PERCENTAGE

5.6

50.4

28.8

15.2

100

ANNUAL INCOME

Less than Rs.15,000

Rs.15,001 – Rs.30,000

Rs.30,001 - Rs.45,000

Rs.45,001 and Above

TOTAL

NUMBER OF

RESPONDENTS

16

31

54

24

125

PERCENTAGE

12.8

24.8

43.2

19.2

100

REASONS

Economical

Long lasting

No power consumption

Safety

TOTAL

NUMBER OF

RESPONDENTS

3

19

79

24

125

PERCENTAGE

2.4

15.2

63.2

19.2

100

SOURCES PERCENTAGE

Television

Newspaper

Company

Friends

Relatives

TOTAL

NUMBER OF

RESPONDENTS

9

12

26

32

46

125

7.2

9.6

20.8

25.6

36.8

100

REASONS
NUMBER OF

RESPONDENTS
PERCENTAGE

Economical 3 2.4

Long lasting 19 15.2

No power consumption 79 63.2

Safety 24 19.2

Total 125 100

PROBLEMS
NUMBER OF

RESPONDENTS
PERCENTAGE

Yes 31 24.8

No 94 75.2

TOTAL 125 100
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TABLE 12

PROBLEMS FACED

HYPOTHESIS - I

The personal factors of the respondents have no significant

influence on the reason to choose solar heater system.

TABLE 13

CHI-SQUARE VALUE PERSONAL FACTORS AND

REASON TO CHOOSE

HYPOTHESIS - II

TABLE 14

CHI-SQUARE VALUE PERSONAL FACTORS AND

NAME OFTHE COMPANYAWARE OF

HYPOTHESIS - 3

TABLE 15

CHI-SQUARE VALUE PERSONAL FACTORS AND

SOURCE OFAWARENESS

HYPOTHESIS - IV

Source: Primary Data

The study interpret that 61.3% of respondents face the problem of

cost, further 22.6% of respondents face problem of no good

service and 16.1% of respondents face some other problems.

Therefore maximum numbers of respondents feel that the

problem is of cost.

Source: Primary Data

S Significant and NS - Not Significant

It is evident from the table that the hypothesis is accepted in three

cases and in other cases the hypothesis is rejected. It is concluded

that age, type of family, educational qualification, occupation

and experiences with the system have significant influence over

the reasons to choose the solar heater system.

The personal factors of the respondents have no significant

influence on the name of the company they are aware of.

Source: Primary Data S

Significant and NS - Not Significant

It is clear from the above table that the hypothesis is accepted in

four cases and in other cases the hypothesis is rejected. It is thus

concluded that age, type of family, educational qualification and

experiences with the system have significant influence over the

name of the company the respondents are aware of.

The personal factors of the respondents have no significant

influence on the source of awareness of the companies providing

solar heater system.

Source: Primary Data

S Significant and NS - Not Significant

It is evident from the table that the hypothesis is accepted in four

cases and in other cases the hypothesis is rejected. It is thus clear

that sex, occupation, annual income and experience with the

system have significant influence over the source of awareness.

The personal factors of the respondents have no significant

influence on the brand installed.

PROBLEMS FACED
NUMBER OF

RESPONDENTS
PERCENTAGE

Costlier 19 61.3

No good service 7 22.6

No proper supply of hot water 0 0

Others 5 16.1

TOTAL 125 100

Personal Factors Chi-Square Value Table value S / NS

Age 19.011 16.919 S

Sex 4.686 7.815 NS

Type of Family 8.471 7.815 S

Number of members 5.331 12.592 NS

Educational qualification 24.344 16.919 S

Occupation 52.645 12.592 S

Annual Income 15.969 16.919 NS

Experience with the system 15.003 12.592 S

Personal Factors Chi-Square Value Table value S / NS

20.084 16.919 S

Sex 0.193 7.815 NS

Type of Family 14.663 7.815 S

Number of members 5.378

Age

12.592 NS

Educational qualification 18.877 16.919 S

Occupation 6.177 12.592 NS

Annual Income 8.148 16.919 NS

Experience with the system 13.665 12.592 S

Personal Factors Chi-Square Value Table value S / NS

Age 16.478 21.026 NS

Sex 25.802 9.488 S

Type of Family 2.460 9.488 NS

Number of members 14.320 15.507 NS

Educational qualification 20.063 21.026 NS

Occupation 29.804 15.507 S

Annual Income 27.515 21.026 S

Experience with the system 36.127 15.507 S
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TABLE 16

CHI-SQUARE VALUE PERSONAL FACTORS AND

NAME OFTHE COMPANYINSTALLED

HYPOTHESIS - V

TABLE 17

CHI-SQUARE VALUE PERSONAL FACTORS AND

PURPOSE OFTHE SYSTEM

HYPOTHESIS - VI

TABLE 18

CHI-SQUARE VALUE PERSONAL FACTORS AND

PROBLEMS FACED IN SOLAR HEATER SYSTEM

TABLE 19

AGE WISE SATISFACTION OFTHE RESPONDENTS ON

THE VARIOUS FACTORS OFSOLAR HEATER SYSTEM

Source: Primary Data S

Significant and NS - Not Significant

It is shown from the table that the hypothesis is accepted in four

cases and in other cases the hypothesis is rejected. It is concluded

that age, type of family, number of members and experience over

the name of the company installed the solar heater system.

The personal factors of the respondents have no significant

influence on the Purpose of the system.

Source: Primary Data S

Significant and NS - Not Significant

It is evident from the table that the hypothesis is accepted in five

cases and in other cases the hypothesis is rejected. It is thus

concluded that sex, type of family and experience with the system

have significant influence over the purpose of the solar heater

system.

The personal factors of the respondents have no significant

influence on the problem faced in the solar heater system.

Source: Primary Data S

Significant and NS - Not Significant

It is evident from the table that the hypothesis is accepted in seven

cases and in other cases the hypothesis is rejected. It is concluded

that numbers of members have significant influence over the

problems faced in the solar heater system.

Source: Primary Data

It is observed from the table 19, that the respondents below 30

years have a high level of satisfaction with regard to capacity,

usage, service, subsidies, durability and goodwill on the purchase

of solar heater system. Whereas the level of satisfaction with

regard to the performance, payment terms and guarantee

schemes turns out to be moderate. Further, the response with

regard to the cost is the lowest.

The respondents in the age group of 31 40 years exhibit a high

level of satisfaction with regard to performance, capacity, usage,

service, durability and the goodwill of the above said product.

Whereas their response with regard to subsidies, payment terms

and guarantee is at a moderate level. Further their response

regarding the cost in this case also sounds lowest.

The respondent under the age group 41 60 years shows a high

level of satisfaction with regard to performance, capacity, usage,

service, durability and goodwill of the product. Whereas their

response on the factors like subsidies, terms of payment and

guarantee scheme turns out to be moderate. Further, their

response on the factor cost remains the lowest.

The respondents above 60 years have come out with high level of

satisfaction with response to the capacity, usage, service,

durability and goodwill placed on the product.

Personal Factors Chi-Square Value Table value S / NS

Age 29.664 16.919 S

Sex 6.809 7.815 NS

Type of Family 27.753 7.815 S

Number of members 21.663 12.592 S

Educational qualification 11.607 16.919 NS

Occupation 6.917 12.592 NS

Annual Income 12.466 16.919 NS

Experience with the system 31.565 12.592 S

Personal Factors Chi-Square Value Table value S / NS

Age 16.485 16.919 NS

Sex 11.733 7.815 S

Type of Family 14.322 7.815 S

Number of members 6.932 12.592 NS

Educational qualification 7.833 16.919 NS

Occupation 11.004 12.592 NS

Annual Income 5.058 16.919 NS

Experience with the system 33.796 12.592 S

Personal Factors Chi-Square Value Table value S / NS

Age 2.278 12.592 NS

Sex 1.192 5.991 NS

Type of Family 0.078 5.991 NS

Number of members 11.616 9.488 S

Educational qualification 7.967 12.592 NS

Occupation 0.176 9.488 NS

Annual Income 1.417 12.592 NS

Experience with the system 2.281 9.488 NS

Age Group Performance Capacity Cost Usage
Service

provided

Subsidy

Facility

Payment

terms

Life of

system

Guarantee

Scheme
Goodwill

Below 30 years 3.91 4.64 2.72 4.91 4.00 4.18 3.73 4.55 3.73 4.45

31 – 40 years 4.19 4.15 2.22 4.54 4.07 3.46 3.59 4.41 3.63 4.49

41– 60 years 4.34 4.30 2.26 4.46 4.02 3.36 3.94 4.48 3.62 4.36

Above 60 years 3.67 4.43 2.30 4.22 4.04 2.43 3.87 4.57 3.04 4.39
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Considering the overall analysis of the data presented in the table

16, it is clearly found that most of the respondents are highly

satisfied with four factors capacity, usage, life of the system and

goodwill. The lowest level of response for the factor cost

signifies that almost all are dissatisfied with the cost of the

product.

Source: Primary DataThe respondents under illiterate category

have shown a moderate level of satisfaction with regard to the

factors like the performance, capacity, usage, service, subsidy,

terms of payment, guarantee schemes and goodwill. They have

shown a lowest response with regard to the two factors cost and

durability of the product. None of them have exhibited a high

level of satisfaction on any of the factors.

The respondents who have studied upto school level exhibit the

high level of satisfaction with regard to the factors like

performance, capacity, usage, subsidy facility and goodwill.

Whereas they have shown a moderate level of response with

regard to factors like service provider, terms of payment and

guarantee schemes. Further, they response to the factor cost turns

out to be lowest.

The respondents who have had their studies upto UG as well as

PG level exhibit a high level of satisfaction with regard to

performance, capacity, usage, service, subsidy, terms of payment

and goodwill. Whereas the response level to the factors durability

and guarantee schemes is moderate. As in the above cases that

response with regard to cost is lowest. From table 17, it is evident

that almost all the respondent are highly satisfied with three

factors capacity, usage and subsidy facility. So also on the other

end all the respondents are dissatisfied with the cost of the solar

water heater system.

1. Awareness has to be created among all the consumers about

the product and the facilities available in it.

2. All companies can concentrate on greater promotional

measures.

3. The performance of the system has to be improved.

4. More financial facility and subsidy facility has to be made

available to the consumers.

5. The companies should try to reduce the cost of production

and thus reduce the price of the system.

6. The guarantee scheme and the payment terms has to be

concentrated more by the companies.

7. The Goodwill of the company has to be improved through

various measures.

8. The best method of usage has to be taught to the consumers

before they go in for using the solar heater system.

9. The company has to provide various services in order to

attract customers.

10. The specifications of the consumers has to be considered and

the production of such systems has to be developed based on

such specifications.

11. Awareness has to be created by providing more of television

advertisement.

12. Salesmen have to be sent door to door to explain about the

functions and its facilities.

13. These companies can improve its performance by providing

facilities that users get hot water even in rainy seasons.

14. Financial facility has to be provided by all the banks which

would enable the consumers to access easily. The terms and

conditions for availing the facility should be liberalized.

15. Percentage of subsidy provided by the government must be

increased.

16. The price of the product should be reduced by using

modernized technology, equipments which reduces the cost

of production.

17. The companies should increase the guarantee period, and the

terms of payment can be made easy for consumers by

extending period of payment.

18. The best method of usage has to be taught to consumers

before they go in for using the product.

19. The company has to provide free home delivery services,

after sales services in order to attract customers.

20. The specification of the consumers has to be studied by

regular study and the further production of such system has

to be developed based on such specification.

One of the surest sign for the deteriorating conditions in the sales

of the solar heater system is the cost of the system. Since the cost

is high most of the respondents feel that it would not be profitable

to purchase the system. The consumers are also not much

satisfied with the performance of the system, though they are

satisfied to a certain extent. Satisfied respondents like to perform

good communications to the friends, relatives and others about

the system. Satisfaction of the consumers about the solar heater

system is seen more in all levels in each and every company that

are providing with the solar water heater systems. Based on the

survey most of the respondents are satisfied with the

TABLE 20

E D U C A T I O N A L Q U A L I F I C A T I O N W I S E

SATISFACTION OF THE RESPONDENTS ON THE

VARIOUS FACTORS OFSOLAR HEATER SYSTEM

SUGGESTIONS

The suggestions made by the researchers based on the study

are as follows:

CONCLUSION

3.61

Educational
Qualification

Performance Capacity Cost Usage
Service

provided
Subsidy
Facility

Payment
terms

Life of
system

Guarantee
Scheme

Goodwill

Illiterate 3.00 3.20 2.40 3.40 3.40 3.80 3.20 2.40 3.80 3.20

School level 3.94 3.89 2.50 3.89 3.06 4.06 3.67 2.94 3.89

UG 4.02 4.26 2.38 4.72 3.85 4.64 4.13 3.85 3.30 4.38

PG 4.53 4.65 2.15 4.56 4.02 4.55 4.16 3.16 3.67 4.89
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performance, capacity, usage of the system, life of the system and

goodwill of the concern.
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Introduction

Equity Valuation Models:

1. Asset Based Valuation:

Valuation is the process of determining the intrinsic value of

common stocks. In order to understand valuation, two main

concepts of value must be understood.

First, the commonly accepted theoretical principle to value

any financial asset is the discounted cash flow methodology. An

asset is worth the amount of all future cash flows to the owner of

this asset discounted at an opportunity rate that reflects the risk of

the investment. This fundamental principle does not change and

is valid through time and geography.

Based on the first concept, the second concept states that

valuation is inherently forward looking. Valuation requires an

estimate of the present value of all expected future cash flows to

shareholders. In other words, it involves looking into an

uncertain future and making an educated guess about the many

factors determining future cash flows. Since the future is

uncertain, intrinsic value estimates are always subjective and

imprecise.

Thousands of variables affect the future cash flows of a company

and thus the value of a stock. These concepts illustrate that there

are few things more complex than the valuation of common

stocks.

Equity valuation a complex and a diverse process. In this process,

equity valuation models help specifying what is to be forecasted,

directs to the information needed to make the forecast, and shows

how to relate the forecasted data into an intrinsic value estimate.

Three major valuation model categories can be distinguished:

1. Asset based Valuation

2. Absolute Valuation or Discounted Cash Flow models

3. Relative Valuation or Price Multiple models.

Other methods exist like the yield-based valuation method,

which focuses on dividend yield when the investment priority is

income, or option valuation models that explicitly consider

management flexibility in the value creation process. This article

will focus on the three main valuation techniques above as they

are conceptually the most appealing, generally applicable and

widely used.

Asset based valuation is closely associated with Value investing

dating back to Benjamin Graham's book 'Security Analysis'

(Graham and Dodd, 1934).After several years of confusion about

the value of equity prices in the largest bear market in history,

Graham researched stock prices and outlined for the first time

something like a scientific approach to common stock valuation.

He finds that the law of diminishing returns in a competitive

economy implies that growth does not always create value and

furthermore is usually not persistent.

Graham suggested therefore to value stocks based first of all on

the market value of the existing tangible assets of a company. He

noticed that since the book value of an asset in the balance sheet

reflects its historical cost, it might deviate significantly from

market value if the earning power of the asset has increased or

decreased significantly since its acquisition and needs therefore

to be adjusted. He proposes to adjust book value to reflect

reproduction costs of the asset because these are the costs a

competitor would have to incur to enter the business and

consequently represent the economically best estimate of the

current market value of the assets. When a company is earning

excess returns in a competitive economy, new firms will enter the

business driving down these excess returns. This process will go

on until it costs more for a new company to reproduce the

necessary assets to enter the business than the excess returns

justify in terms of economic benefit. Consequently, reproduction

costs reflect the fair value of a company's assets.

Increasingly, it is however not sufficient to correct reported book

values to reflect reproduction costs as certain valuable assets are

not reflected in the balance sheet. The asset based valuation
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process requires also the requantification of non-monetary real

assets. R&D or advertisement expenses, for example, represent a

cost for new entrants that are not reflected in the balance sheet. To

adjust, estimates should be made to reflect the number of years of

expenses the competitor would need to invest in order to enter the

business. These expenses then would be capitalized and included

into the asset value. The sum of the adjusted book values of all

assets would then equal the value of the company.

As these adjustments require some difficult and subjective

assumptions about values, Graham favoured stocks that were

selling below the reproduction costs of their current assets after

all liabilities have been paid. These assets do not require any

adjustment. The approach can be of interests to investors in

current recessionary times as finding value stocks using this

approach is possible.

In asset based valuation, the second most reliable measure of a

firm's intrinsic value is the value of the current earnings the

company is able to generate with its assets. Graham calls this 'past

performance value' (Graham, 1973). He assumes that the current

earnings correspond to the sustainable level of distributable cash

flow and that this level remains constant over the infinite future.

Graham assumes though no growth in discounted earnings based

on the same belief that in a competitive economy growth usually

does not create value and therefore has no value.

Consequently, the third and least likely source of firm value

according to Graham is the value of growth. This element is the

most difficult to estimate and is accordingly highly uncertain. In a

competitive environment growth creates value only when the

firm is operating at a sustainable competitive advantage. The

'past-performance value' should therefore only be adjusted for

growth if “the future appears reasonably predictable” (Graham,

1973).

Discounted cash flow (DCF) valuation models recognize that

common stock represents an ownership interest in a business and

that its value must be related to the returns investors expect to

receive from holding it. A business generates a stream of cash

flow in its operations and as owners of the business; shareholders

have a legal claim on these cash flows. The value of a stock is

therefore the share of cash flow the business generates for its

owners discounted at their required rate of return. This is the

fundamental principle of valuation as developed in the 'Theory of

Investment Value' by John Burr Williams in 1938 (Williams,

1938). Mathematically, the principle is expressed as follows:

The value of common stocks in DCF models is determined by the

stream of expected future cash flows to investors in the

nominator and their required rate of return in the denominator.

There are three most widely used versions of DCF models:

A. Dividend discount models,

B. Free cash flow discount models, and

C. Residual income models.

The dividend discount model (DDM) is the theoretically most

correct model for firm valuation (Miller and Modigliani, 1961).

It's a very intuitive approach as well. When investors buy a stock,

they expect to receive two types of cash flows: the dividends in

the period over which the stock is owned and the market price at

the end of the holding period. The market price however is again

determined by the dividends the new owner of the security

expects to receive over his holding period. From this follows that

the market price can be replaced again by a stream of dividends,

until the entire value of the stock is expressed in terms of

dividends. Consequently, even from the perspective of an

investor with a finite investment horizon, the value of a stock

always depends on all future dividends:

The most widely known DDM model is the Gordon growth

model. It expresses the value of a stock based on a constant

growth rate of dividends so that where g is the expected constant

growth rate in dividends. For any time t, Dt equals the t=0

dividend, compounded at g for t periods: . If Dt is substituted into

equation above one can obtain. As this represents a geometric

series, the equation can be simplified into the Gordon growth

model: or even simpler. These equations show that the value of a

stock is determined by the current dividend, its growth rate and

the discount rate.

Even though the DDM is the theoretical correct valuation model

for common stocks, it has some major weaknesses related to its

practical application. The main problem is that observed

dividends are not directly related to value creation within the

company and therefore to future dividends. According to Miller

and Modigliani (1961) currently observed dividends are not

informative unless the pay-out policy is tied to the value

generation within the company.

Today, share repurchases are further complicating the practical

application of the DDM. Repurchases transmit cash from the

corporation to investors and are, in that sense, not different from

dividends. For these reasons, dividends as the relevant cash flow

2. Absolute Valuation or Discounted Cash Flow Methods:

A. Dividend Discount Model
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to investors have been more and more replaced with free cash

flows.

Although dividends are the actual cash flows paid out to

stockholders, the discounted free cash flow (DFCF) models are

based on the cash available for distribution but not necessarily

distributed to shareholders. Common equity can be valued either

directly discounting free cash flow to equity (FCFE) or indirectly

by calculating the value of the firm using free cash flow to the

firm (FCFF) and then subtracting the value of non-common stock

capital (usually debt and preferred stock) from this value. FCFE

is the cash flow available to the company's suppliers of equity

capital after all operating expenses (including interest and taxes)

and principal repayments have been paid, and necessary

investments into short-term assets (working capital) and long-

term assets (net capital expenditures) have been made

(Damodaran, 2004). It is called 'free' cash flow to equity to

indicate that it is the amount of money free to distribute to equity

investors without negatively affecting the continuation of the

business.

A related approach to discounted free cash flow valuation is the

use of FCFF instead of FCFE. Using this method, the value of the

firm is obtained by discounting expected cash flows to the firm,

i.e. the cash flows after covering all operating expenses and taxes,

but prior to debt payments, at the weighted average cost of capital

(WACC). Problematic in discounting FCFF is that it introduces

circularity into the valuation model. The FCFF must be

discounted at the WACC to calculate firm value, but in order to

calculate the WACC the value of the firm is needed in the first

place. Consequently, valuation becomes an iterative process.

The discounted free cash flow models were most popular after

the 1980's until recently when Ohlson (Ohlson, 1995) proposed a

new DCF approach that had a considerable impact equity

valuation approach. This approach is discussed next.

Residual income (RI) is net income less a charge for investors

opportunity cost in generating this net income (the cost of capital

or required rate of return). Recognized by economists since the

1770's, residual income is based on the premise that in order for a

firm to add wealth to its owners, it must earn more on its invested

capital than the total cost of that capital.4 A company can have

positive net income but may still not be adding value in dollar

terms for shareholders if it does not earn more than the dollar cost

of equity capital.

Residual income models (RIM) have been referred to by a variety

of names (residual income, economic profit, discounted

abnormal earnings, excess profit) and variations. Commercial

variations of the model have resulted in 'brand name' products

such as Stern Stewart's EVATM, or McKinsey's Economic Profit

Model. All these models are based on the concept of residual

income developed by Edwards and Bell (1961) and Ohlson

(1991, 1995).

Under this method, the value of the firm is defined in terms of

current book value (B0) and abnormal earnings represented by

((ROEt k) Bt-1). It can be seen that investors are only willing to

pay a premium over book value of equity if the company is able to

earn a rate of return on equity above the equity cost of capital (i.e.

the firm produces positive residual income).

The advantage of the RIM valuation approach is that it is

expressed entirely in terms of accounting numbers and therefore

should reduce estimation error in the application of the model.

Furthermore, the assumptions made to estimate the terminal

value in DFCF models are crucial. In the RI model book value,

which often represents a sizable portion of firm value, is given

and does not have to be estimated so that the portion of terminal

value to total value is smaller. The main advantage of the RI

model is thus that investors only need to estimate the difference

between firm value and book value while in DFCF models firm

value itself has to be estimated.

Despite its merits and the academic effort, residual income

models were not widely used in valuation practices until recently.

In absolute valuation the objective is to find the intrinsic value of

an asset given its cash flow, growth and risk characteristics. In

relative valuation the objective is to value assets based on how

similar assets are priced in the market. The principle underlying

relative valuation models is the law of one price - the economic

theory that two similar assets should sell for similar prices.

There are two steps in correctly applying relative valuation

techniques. First, stock prices have to be standardized and made

comparable, usually by converting them into multiples of

earnings, book values or sales. In a second step, similar firms

have to be found to compare the standardized multiples to in

order to determine their relative adequacy.

A. Relative earnings valuation method: P/E ratio or earnings

multiple, PEG ratios8

B. Relative revenue valuation method: P/S ratio

C. Relative cash-flow valuation method: P/EBIT, P/EBITDA,

P/CFO, EV/EBITDA

D. Ratios

E. Relative asset valuation method: P/B or B/M ratios

Earnings multiples are commonly used when analysts have high

confidence in the quality of historical and projected earnings per

share (EPS) and when EPS are expected to grow. The revenue

based valuation method is used when earnings are negative or

declining, or when earning figures are not comparable or not

representative for the future. Cash flow ratios are used in

industries characterized by low or negative EPS due to large non-

operating expenses or for cyclical companies with high earnings

volatility.

In general, the use of earnings multiples is best when earnings are

reliable. In case of a non reliable bottom line, investors should

move the income statement up to EBIT, then EBITDA and if

A. Free Cash Flow Discount Model

B. Residual Income Models

1. Relative Valuation or Price Multiple Methods:

Four main methods using different multiples are commonly

used in the relative approach to valuation of common stocks:
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nothing else is reliable, sales. The relative asset valuation

approach gained on popularity after a study by Fama and French

(1992) showing that the B/M ratio is one of the best explanatory

variables of historical stock returns. Most commonly used is

however the earnings multiple approach. In this method, analysts

need to forecast EPS for the year ahead and determine an

appropriate price-to-earnings multiple (P/E ratio). The P/E ratio

expresses how many rupees the investor is willing to pay for a

rupee of expected future earnings per share.

By multiplying the earnings multiple with the estimated

earnings, analysts find the target price for the stock (P/E*E = P).

Key and at the same time major weakness in this method of

common stock valuation is the earnings multiple. It is determined

usually in a rather subjective way relative to multiples of other

'comparable' companies and is therefore subject to biases and

even manipulation.

However the aura of mystique that surrounds this technique is

discomforting from a scientific perspective, limits its coverage in

financial analysis courses, and ultimately threatens its credibility

as a serious alternative in equity valuation. Another problem

associated with the widespread use of relative valuation

techniques is an obsessive focus on short-term earnings numbers.

While research shows that reported earnings are decreasingly

important in explaining stock prices, the market's focus on

earnings has steadily increased. Related to this problem of

relying too heavily on next year's earnings is the problem of

accurately forecasting them.

Another often ignored fact in using relative valuation approaches

is that relative valuation models only give relative investment

recommendations. A stock selling at a P/E that is low relative to

the P/E of another comparable stock is relatively undervalued. If

the comparison stock is overvalued (in an absolute sense) so

might be the stock the relative valuation model identified as

undervalued.

In summary, the relative valuation techniques are only useful

when a good set of comparable companies exists, when the

market is not at a valuation extreme and when the company's

fundamentals are difficult to forecast. While the multiple

approach bypasses explicit projections and present value

calculations, it relies on the same principles underlying the more

comprehensive absolute valuation approach: value is an

increasing function of future cash flows and a decreasing

function of risk. Multiples therefore prove to be only a poor

substitute for comprehensive valuations.

In summary, the practical implementation of the three main

approaches to valuation asset based, absolute and relative

valuation will generally yield different estimates of intrinsic

values for the same firm and the results are inconclusive on which

model works best in praxis.

Analysis of future cash flows is the central theme in these

valuation models. Thousands of variables affect the future cash

flows of a company and thus the value of a stock. Most variables

are known, but very few are understood; they are independent

and related, they are measurable, but not necessarily quantitative,

and they affect stock values alone and in combination. The

combination of thousands of factors with each other leads to such

high numbers of possible outcomes that in the stock market every

moment must be viewed as unique. This view is explicitly

considered in newer theories like the chaos theory. According to

this theory even a small change in an insignificant variable may

lead to a complete different final outcome. It is not that the

changing variable is of that great importance, but that the small

change results in a different combination with other variables and

thus leads to a multiplication of changes until the outcome is

completely unpredictable.

This makes every day in the stock market unique. Historical data

is everything available to forecast the future, but investors should

adequately consider the uniqueness of the current situation. The

fact that each economic and social set of facts is unique implies

that strict scientific models may not work satisfactory. Valuation

after all cannot be designated as a science.
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PHILOSOPHYOFTQM IN EDUCATION

RESEARCH IN EDUCATION

Privatization in Education sector came with international

institutions. Online education courses. Availability of

educational jobs options globally call for redefining.

Rearranging adding and improving the aims/objective of

education. The coming world id full of challenges and risk. The

purpose of educationalist is to prepare students for facing these

challenges and taking risk. The whole society has to come up in

this great task of preparation of the future citizens. One has to

come out from the traditional way of learning and adapt

themselves with the new technologies. The role of administrators

will be to train the future teachers for the coming year. We should

also redesign our education systems so as to adjust with global

effect of the new era. Quality education could become a

diagnostic tool for all problems of the globalizes world.

TQM works on the assumption that suppliers (in this

case, providers of training and education) will only survive in

their markets if they are able to both improve quality and reduce

costs. While this notion is not novel in manufacturing industry. It

is perhaps revolutionary in education. We frequently read of

teachers asking for more resources so that they can improve

quality. TQM says that you must improve quality with fewer

resources, because, if you don't, your competitor will do.

The practical application of TQM is based on natural

work groups, e.g. the staff of teaching department, the staff of the

admissions office, or the staff of the canteen etc. If these groups

are large then they would be sub-divided into smaller groups.

These groups are called quality circles, and it is their job to

monitor the quality of the work in their area, to identify where

quality improvements are needed and to solve quality problems.

The objective of the paper is to call attention of research students

(and the concerned authorities in education sector ) aspiring for

doing doctoral degree and to start the ball rolling in that direction.

The authors have to go miles further to develop the holistic view

that has being developed by undergoing the research process,

which gave us an opportunity to bring to the notice of learned

gurus In education. The quality concept and related issues are

attempted to be focused by further lines.

The term quality in education can be defined as: providing

teaching and challenging educational situations fit for students

needs, interests and expectations; working for continuous

improvement in all process to make students satisfied; & working

to maintain and or add vale to life.

The Role of Total Quality Management

in Educational Institutions
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ABSTRACT

Quality has a great role to play in the field of educational services. It has been considered as a major invisible
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Research is defined in number of ways depending upon the

context. It has different connotations when the context is varied.

In case of exact sciences like physics, chemistry, it reveals the

facts, which are subject to a repetitive use. However in case of

management research being management thought called as

science major portion of the discipline is related to different

social realities as the soul of discipline is fundamentally consists

the social study. Certain behavioral laws have potentials of

repetitive use and have long-term validity, by virtue of which it

attains the status of social science. Motivation theory of

Maslow's or Herzberg two factors theories have been and are

valid even today is the example of such a potential. One must

consider the dynamic social environment, which calls for

necessary changes in the forms of such a social reality. But the

changing forms do not deviate far from the basic instincts of

human beings who constitute the society. A baby needs care is a

principle and in metros such care is provided by baby-sitter

instead of the mother. Here the form of caring woman has

changed but the need and principle has not changed. Research in

management thus is basically related to discovering different

social realities. Sometimes it is observed that the topics are

classified on the basis of functional fields such as finance, HRD,

OB, Materials, Production etc. Certainly it is related to social

actions and responses in changing socio political, socio legal and

socio cultural developments and changing needs of the society.

The place of education in the social developments has been and is

and shall be playing very crucial role. It is necessarily a process of

flowing of information and experience from one generation to

another in several forms affordable by the particular society.

Traditional environment of ancient education was based on

concept of Gurukul. It has come a long way through evolutionary

stages. It is appropriate to mention salient features of

Education environment after 50 years of independence such as

Information explosion

Perfect mobility of information owing to internet-mail,

compact disk and other audio-visual aids.

Possibility of distance education.

Vocationalization of education.

Co-education as a common and regular feature

Necessity of inter-disciplinary approach .

Recognition and thrust on management education.

Emergence of super specialty disciplines.

From the above features it is clear that education should be aimed

at developing a student to work as a professional rather than non-

expert assistant. For enabling the student to become an expert

professional irrespective of any field or discipline it has become

necessary to look at student as a product. Obviously such student

shall be the outcome of certain inputs. These inputs are required

to be planned, organized, monitored. This process is nothing but

the management of education. Obviously as in case of industry

the quality of input is considered as the basic requirement for the

quality output. Here in case of education a concept of equally

applicable from the input point of view . In short managing these

inputs can be taken as management of education.

SYSTEMS

It is an individual perception of the authors that there are two

aspects:

Present organization structure for the management

education

Quality circle system in education for ensuring and

improving better quality for managing the delivery of

education.

The concept of QC can be borrowed from industry and if

implemented in education system, there is a sufficient room to

believe that same shall work effectively to resolve the above

problems and can be devised with certain modification on

NEED FOR RESEARCH IN EDUCATION

QUALITYOFEDUCATION
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realization after its experimentation at different places. However,

researcher should take into consideration the Concept.

Prerequisites and implementation aspects as a part of study as

doctoral research topic. The attempts can be useful in discovering

the possibility of functioning of QC in practical environment and

the QC model building with the hypothesis that it can be prove as

one the devices to monitor inputs for quality education at 5 (five)

levels.

QC for teachers

QC for non-teaching staff

QC for students

QC for teachers and students

QC for all the contributors

Another important issue, which the doctoral student can address

after in depth study, is the mechanism of QC implementation. It

will include the number of meetings, documentation, periodical

review, assessment of procedures, continuous improvement,

possibility of suggestions etc.

Further the issue can be related to inquiry into constraints and

limitation for adopting a concept in education system which itself

is subject to number of inherent limitations posed by dependency

syndrome on government funding which under mines its

autonomy. Perhaps the concept of QC may be very useful in the

field of autonomous courses because of the freedom for

implementation, which is generally available in case of private

institutions. However once again this is the individual perception

of the authors and needs to be discovered in the light of in depth

study, which is a matter for thesis.

The kind of leadership needed for acquiring the fruits of QC like

self and mutual development, teambuilding, reducing

absenteeism and grievances which shall enable the beneficiaries

that is student to enjoy the fruits of quality inputs. The last aspect

assumes the important places and attracts the attention is Training

for members of QC both from teaching and non-teaching areas.

Education being such social service the QC concept in education

system can be well appreciated on the background of its changing

and growing complex nature. Secondly there are two aspects of

structure and quality pose above sub issues involved, needing

further study of the size and volume of doctoral research which

are as under:

1) Problem arising due to categorization into teaching and non-

teaching staff

2) Adverse impact on quality of education due to the

categorization

3) Quality circle and its levels for arresting the fall and

improvement in quality

4) Factor involved in mechanics of QC

5) Type of leadership needed for effective QC

6) Training to QC members both Teaching and Non-Teaching

7) Building QC model

8) Overall role of QC in education system

What can be said that education cannot expect to escape the

current drive towards higher quality and being more answerable

to the customer? They will therefore need some means of

measuring their performance more sensitively than in the past

and some means of improving on past performance. However

such a need is phased, it is pointing towards some form of quality

assurance that can be revealed through research in education.

�

�

�

�

�

Conclusions
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Peter Drucker remarks that 'the test of a healthy business is not

the beauty, clarity or perfection of its organizational structure ... It

is the performance of people'.

Human Resource Management (HRM) is required for an

organization to provide the benefits available from managerial

and operative functions and today all human resource managers

are supposed to perform both the functions. The concept of

HRM in the public sector has evolved since the 1980s. HRM is

now recognized as an important management tool, as it supports

one of the key resources of an organization. Traditionally,

managers see the human resources function as primarily one of

administrative processing. However, the focus of human

resource has now widened to a broader, more strategic role. HRM

is now seen as having two dimensions: operational HRM, which

includes basic human resource processing tasks such as

recruitment, leave processing, salary processing etc; and

strategic HRM, which involves delivering those services, in a

way that directly supports the implementation of organizational

strategies.

To achieve the organizational objectives, efficiently and

effectively, it is important that management at different levels in

an organization has access to appropriate information, including

human resource information, to enable it to make informed

decisions. The organizations should report human resource data

monthly, quarterly or six monthly to executive management

committees as part of a consolidated package of management

information. However, although there may be some exceptions,

regular human resource reporting is generally limited to basic

operational data such as staff commencements and separations,

staff numbers by divisions / regions, and leave balances etc.

Sometimes this is supplemented with additional data for example

various types of leave taken.

It is important that not only executive management should have

access to human resource data but that line managers should also

have access to human resource data relevant to their sphere of

responsibilities. Quite often it is felt that the reporting functions

of a HRIS system are complex to provide required information.

For this, a proper process flow / documentation defining the

information required for basic regular monthly reports, should be

generally available in the organization.

Higher Speed of retrieval and processing of data.

Reduction in duplication of efforts leading to reduced cost.

Ease in classifying and reclassifying data.

Better analysis leading to more effective decision making.

Higher accuracy of information/report generated.

Fast response to answer queries.

Improved quality of reports.

Better work culture.

Establishing of streamlined and systematic procedure.

More transparency in the system.

Employee Self Management

Information Needs from Strategic point of view:

Information Needs from Operational point of view:

Advantages of HRIS

Most HRIS Contain:
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Role of Human Resources in Implementation of

E-Systems

Anagha Kalay*

ABSTRACT

The role of the Human Resource Manager is evolving with the change in competitive market environment and

with the realization that Human Resource Management must play a more strategic role in the success of an

organization. Successful organizations are becoming more adaptable, resilient, quick to change directions, and

customer centered. HRM is now seen as having two dimensions: a Support or an Operational dimension and a

Strategic dimension. To achieve the organizational objectives, efficiently and effectively, it is important that

management at different levels in an organization has access to appropriate information, including human

resource information, to enable it to make informed decisions. This calls for an efficient, well designed and a well

integrated E-system. HR here plays a very important role. The article below makes an effort to understand this

role of HR, challenges involved and also how HR should be proactive in the process.

* Lecturer, Vikhe Patil Foundation's Pravara Centre for Management Research and Development, Pune.
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�

�

�

Personal history - name, date of birth, gender etc.

Work history - salary, date of joining, employment status,

positions in the organization, appraisal data and

sometimes, pre-organizational information

Training and development completed, both internally and

externally

Career plans including mobility

Skills inventory - skills, education, competencies

Since people operate systems and effectively form part of them,

good systems performance requires good people performance.

And if the individuals operating a system do not perform well

through ignorance) indolence, negligence or ill- will that system

will be defective or may even fail completely.

The pressure is on for proactive HR innovations that contribute

directly to the bottom-line or improve employee morale and

efficiency. A typical HR professional gets involved with one step

in many different flows of work. A general impression is “very

often the involvement of HR has no purpose except to validate

the process in some way and this actually acts as an interruption

to the flow of work. In other words, the HR function is only a

gatekeeper for information and not actually making a measurable

contribution. In fact - HR involvement creates a queue or delay in

the process. We should ask if the HR involvement is really

necessary”. Once upon a time the HR database had an 'all-or-

nothing' quality - probably because it was paper-based.

But now technology allows controlled access to various portions

of the database. So an employee can safely amend his or her own

address or bank account details, while the ability to change

certain appraisal details might be confined to the line manager. In

either case, there is no reason for HR to be involved. HR should

move on from the role of intermediary. Not surprisingly, the use

of employee self-service systems for records, information,

payroll and other functions is becoming increasingly common.

Libraries of forms can be kept online to be downloaded as and

when required. Systems can be enhanced, e-mail announcements

and newsletters can also be used to alert employees to new

developments or urgent requests.

HR should be proactive in the process and work on three different

perspectives for action:

getting the fundamental building

blocks (people and processes) right and ensuring their relevance

at all times. This demands close and detailed knowledge of HR

processes and a commitment to improvement and efficiency. HR

professionals need to understand their own objectives and the

relationship with business strategy.

a focus on providing a framework for

knowledge management. In other words, capturing the

experience and information available that harnesses the

organisation and making it available to individuals.

acknowledging that HR has a pivotal

role in the proactive engagement of the entire organisation in a

changing climate.

During the 1990s the business process re-engineering approach

resulted in many organizations taking a 'root and branch' look at

HR and other processes. As a result, fresh and streamlined

processes evolved but they also often became inefficient as

circumstances changed. It is not enough to design a corporate

human resource strategy or acquire a piece of technology. There

has to be some way of ensuring effective operational delivery. A

more flexible, constantly changing methodology is required. "It's

more than innovating and/or streamlining the HR processes; or

building an HR portal or introducing a culture change

programme. "It's about weaving together all three in a way that

sustains change, engages the entire organization and deploys the

organization's knowledge assets to gain competitive advantage

and deliver profitability, even in times of economic downturn."

Integrated HRIS has a profound effect on firms that implement

them. Most often these firms are replacing several related

systems, such as a personnel database, payroll system and

benefits system, with one HRIS that does it all. Many people

focus on the improved reporting and processing that will be

realized from the new system, and those are the reasons most

firms choose to implement a new HRIS. But what many people

don't focus on is that the new HRIS will most likely affect the

company much more deeply it will challenge the operating

structure and principles of all the HR-related departments. An

integrated HRIS results is a drastically different environment

than a cluster of related but separate systems. The core concept of

a centralized data store inherent with an HRIS demands

integrated work processes for consistently managing that store.

The two attributes centralized data storage and integrated work

processes if poorly managed / neglected will affect the company

in many ways.

Many companies go through a process of comparing and

evaluating several HRIS packages using a team of analysts or

managers from the various departments affected HR, Payroll,

Benefits, Employee Relations, Training and so on. As this team

prepares its evaluation criteria and reviews HRIS features, much

is learned about the goals and values of the various departments.

The HR department is looking for improved reporting of

employee data, Payroll is concerned with the system's payout

calculations and regulatory reporting, while Benefits may be

looking for a more streamlined enrollment process. As this team

drives deeper into the selection criteria, the members learn more

about each other and may start to see the emergence of some

really messy business processes. It can be a bittersweet process.

The hiring process can be a good example here. As a person is

recruited, hired and paid each department may have its own

specialized system and process for managing the employee data.

As the HRIS evaluation team discovers redundant processing

�

Thus, if employees today can manage through self-service

options, then what is the role of HR, what are the challenges

for HR or what are the things that HR needs to focus on while

implementing any HRIS System?

The process perspective -

The event perspective -

The cultural perspective -

Evaluating and Preparing For a New HRIS
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and data storage, its members start to see ways to make the

process more efficient by aligning their part of the hiring process

with the requirements of the other departments. The team

members are excited to find a better way to get the work done, but

scared by the ramifications of closer ties to other departments.

They think: ”If we improve the efficiency of the process we may

not need as many people in our department and we might lose

control of some piece of data that is critical to our business

function.”

As the team evaluates an HRIS software package, it begins to get

a better grasp on what the entire company's business processes

are, and therefore what the company might require in an HRIS.

The team will most likely find that none of the packages are an

exact fit and that substantial effort is required to modify or

integrate the chosen HRIS.

There are three primary activities in an HRIS implementation

a) configuring the HRIS for the firm's business processes and

policies,

b) interfacing data with other systems and converting historical

data into the HRIS, and

c) preparing the organization for the new HRIS.

An HRIS comes with built-in processes for most HR activities,

but firms will need to customize the system to process according

to their specific needs. Customizing the

HRIS for this typically does not involve programming; the

common activity is to enter specific data into control tables that

then direct how the HRIS operates. The customizing, or

configuration tasks then become a process of understanding the

firm's business processes well enough to encode that logic into

the HRIS. This mapping of business processes and policies into

system control tables requires people who understand both the

business process and the HRIS typically the existing IT support

and HR business analysts. Due to the large amount of work, the

HRIS project team usually needs these analysts fully dedicated to

the project, requiring the ”home” departments to fill the gaps in

their absence. Having partially dedicated team members may

cause pressures since the team members have to maintain

responsibilities at the home department while also fulfilling

responsibilities on the project team. Either way, back-filling

resources becomes a big issue if not planned for during the

evaluation stage.

Firms may find that the internal resource people assigned to the

project do not have the skills or capabilities needed for the job.

Sometimes training can resolve this, but other times, people lack

basic analytical skills required for the implementation. One of the

key requirements for a person to be successful on an HRIS

implementation project is that he/she must have excellent

analysis skills. The most analytical people in HR and IT should

be assigned to the project, or else the company should rely on

external resources (i.e. contractors or consultants). The project

can get done this way but the more an implementation team

relies on external resources the more difficult it will be for the

company to become self-sufficient in ongoing HRIS support,

maintenance, and operations.

Further, most HRIS packages don't handle exception processing

very well. As new business processes are designed, the project

team customizes the HRIS around those new processes. Users

will most likely find that exception cases require significant

manual thought or labor to process since the exception does not

fit into the business process as implemented in the HRIS. HRIS

project team analysts will walk a fine line between generalization

of the process to fit exceptions vs. a more narrowed

implementation of the process to enforce data integrity and

accurate application of HR policy. This is a great time to enforce

some standards and clean-up ”special deals” but HR managers

and policymakers must be willing to support these efforts, and to

help implement them.

Also, as the project team analysts dig into the current business

processes, they may find that the HR users, and sometimes

managers, don't really understand or know the processes well.

Users may know what is done, but not why it is done. Knowing

the why part is critical to getting the most out of the HRIS

implementation. In most HRIS there are two or three technical

methods of implementing any given requirement knowing why

something is done in a business process helps ensure the project

team analysts select the best method of implementing it in the

HRIS.

Most HRIS project teams have a number of people assigned to

converting historical data from the existing HR databases into the

new HRIS, as well as for interfacing the new HRIS with other

systems that rely on HR data. As this group starts mapping

historical data to the new system for conversion, most often

group members will find that the existing HR data contains a

significant amount of invalid, incomplete, or contradictory data.

As the new HRIS was configured for new, reengineered or

streamlined business processes, the existing employee data may

not fit well into the new system. The new HRIS will demand

more complete and accurate employee data. Making sense of

these data conversion problems is a skill that falls to HR analysts,

not the programmers writing data-conversion routines.

Conversion and interfacing are not solely technical activities

user consultation and input are required. Many HRIS project

teams discover these requirements too late, thus increasing the

demand for time from HR analysts on the project team time that

the analysts most likely do not have. If the firm has a data

warehouse, the new HRIS data will need to be mapped to it. If the

data model in the warehouse is based on the legacy HR database,

the two data models may not be compatible. Mapping the HRIS

to an existing data warehouse is inevitable and the project teams

spend more effort than planned on this issue with details that can

get very tedious and time consuming.

Many times it is easier for project teams to focus on technical

aspects of the implementation, which is ineffective. For example,

The HRIS Implementation as a Project

Linkage with Existing Systems

Preparing The Organization ForACulture Change
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configuring the system to correctly assign heads / codes based on

details given, is easier than getting HR, benefits, payroll, and

recruiting to buy into and implement a reengineered hiring

process. The HRIS project team must track progress not only on

the technical aspects of implementing the HRIS, but also on the

softer side of managing the organization as a whole to accept the

new business processes that come with the HRIS. Companies

typically underestimate this change-management effort. From

the very beginning there must be a focus on preparing the

organization and the employees for the new system.Anew HRIS,

with more integrated work processes, tends to pull related

departments together. Some firms recognize this as they go

through the implementation process, and also implement a new

organizational structure with the HRIS roll-out. For example, HR

and Payroll may have reported to separate areas of the company,

and parts of HR business processes may be scattered throughout

various departments. But as a new HRIS is implemented, the

previous organizations are transformed to report to a single

authority, and a shared-services group is established to perform

the integrated work processes that were once scattered. This is a

common, but often unexpected, result of HRIS implementations.

During the implementation phase, firms should also be

determining what their support model will look like what kind of

organization will be required to support this new HRIS? Those

who study this task in detail will realize they need cross-

functional support teams containing programmers,

configuration experts, and business analysts to successfully

support the new HRIS. But this integrated support team does not

fit well into the vertical departments in most companies today.

Finding a way to implement this cross-functional team is a

critical success factor for the new HRIS' ongoing operation. All

of the items mentioned so far force HR managers to become

involved in what is usually perceived as an IT project. They may

be accustomed to pushing responsibility for such projects onto IT

managers, but implementing an integrated HRIS requires HR

manager participation and active involvement in scoping,

implementation, resourcing and management.

The installation of an information system can represent a

significant act of modernization for any organization. This can be

good for morale if it is properly managed. In the best cases,

employees draw great confidence from the fact that they are seen

to be involved in a progressive organization, and this stimulates

all those affected to be creative and productive. However, the

prospect of change can also be demoralizing with staff afraid for

their jobs. In the worst cases, this results in a lack of co-operation

or even outright opposition to the proposed changes, so the first

priority is to establish proper lines of communication with all the

staff likely to be affected. The aim should be to agree to a set of

organizational goals, with plenty of opportunity built in for

consultation and feedback. If staff feel that they are able to

influence the outcomes in a real way, they are more likely to

support the changes. From the goal-setting stage, the

management team then moves to the planning stage where more

detailed consultation with the prospective beneficiaries of

change should lead to the creation of properly defined, costed and

scheduled arrangements. Once decisions have been taken,

people will accept change more readily if it is implemented in a

structured fashion, one step at a time, to allow each person to

become familiar with each new phase of the operation before the

next step is taken. Consequently, because change can affect many

departments and third parties with whom the organization

interacts, it is better for all personnel matters to be co-ordinated at

a senior level. Adequate liaison with all interested parties during

the creation and implementation of plans for change is essential,

and because peer organizations may be affected, the active

participation of senior managers is vital throughout the exercise.

Everyone involved in the process of change needs to know who

to ask about the risks involved. With a new system, there is a

chance to get everything right from the start, so it is important to

have a good, security-conscious person in charge during the

development phase. To help users who may never have had to

deal with computers before, there should be a help-guide or a

detailed user manual. This should also provide central record of

the problems experienced and help to target training time. For

this purpose, the IT services team should have a reasonable level

of experience. They should be able to dispel the usual fears and

misconceptions. They should therefore be good communicators

and be prepared to service the end users.

No matter how good the training, the possibility of accidental

error is always present, and this may allow major systems failures

to arise. As a result, reasonable steps must be taken to protect the

data. Once it acknowledged that all people-based threats cannot

be prevented, designers should build in detection systems to

allow rapid intervention to limit damage. All security design

must be based on good psychology and sociology. Security issues

are not simple technical problems. It is a given that people will be

vital components of the system, but cannot be programmed as if

they were machines. The planning teams must consider and

reflect upon the fact that people:

may be the source of risk

may be at risk from others

may need protection

Planning needs to take account of the full range of threats that

may be present in the working environment from full disasters to

minor damage to integrity.

An integrated HRIS leads to more integrated reporting of

employee data, which can lead to efforts that benefit the

company. Better reporting gives senior managers information

that can be used to improve the application of HR policy or to cut

costs. Most integrated HRIS packages are very sophisticated in

the functionality and processes they offer. Compared to legacy, or

screen-based/code-based systems, the new HRIS requires a more

analytical user. The user cannot simply be trained to put certain

The Dynamics of Change

HELPINGNEW USERS

Security Issues

Living with the new HRIS (Changes in the HR User

Community )

�

�

�
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codes into certain fields -- he/she must know the business process

and how it relates to the HRIS. In most companies, a certain

portion of users will be able to make this jump to ”analytical”

thinking; others will not. The resulting shakeout has to happen,

and it is most often painful either for the employees themselves

or for the HRIS support organization.

IT support analysts may be accustomed to, and only skilled for,

flat-file processing techniques. Most HRIS packages rely on

relational data models, higher-level programming languages,

and interactive data management presenting technical

requirements for which some IT analysts may not be ready. The

new HRIS may have proprietary languages or facilities, requiring

new IT skills. Often these skills will be in high demand, driving a

premium rate of pay. Internal resources may opt to leave the

company for the higher pay, or they may demand higher pay at

the company. The higher pay might be outside the HR guidelines

for fair salary. The resulting dilemma can create retention

problems. HR users the analysts in HR, payroll and benefits

must take a more active role in ongoing support and system

changes. Some firms may bank on their IT support analysts, or

rely on consultants who help with the implementation. Although

either of those scenarios can work, HR business analysts and

managers have the most to lose if the HRIS does not process

transactions correctly. Placing HR analysts in system support and

change roles will help ensure that the HRIS processes

transactions correctly. Some companies depend too much on

consulting firms or contractors to perform an implementation.

Many times this happens because the firm can pay a consultant to

do precisely what the firm wants to do, which is often easier than

getting internal resources to do the same thing. It takes some of

the pain out of change management. This can lead to a continued

dependence on external resources and might be acceptable to

firms that have historically relied on external resources. For

others it may generate substantial internal conflict in the way of

higher IT budgets or continued presence of non-employees in the

HRIS support organization.

Given all the things that often do go wrong with HRIS

implementations, what can be done to ensure a smooth

transition? There is no one solution.

As with most successful efforts, a successful HRIS

implementation requires participation and commitment

from all areas of the firm. The first area from which to gain

commitment is the firm's executive management the

sponsors of the project. Given the level of change such a

project will create, there will be areas that resist the

implementation. Support from executive management is

invaluable for making sure new business processes are

implemented effectively, for funding the project, and for

ensuring appropriate staffing on the project team. Without

this support, the payoff of the new HRIS will most likely be

compromised, and will cause disruptions in employee

service.

The executive managers should appoint a steering

committee containing stakeholders from all areas affected

by the HRIS (payroll, benefits, HR, IT, employee relations,

etc). This group should contain members who can ensure

that their line managers have the necessary directives and

responsibilities for making the HRIS operational. The

steering committee should take an active role in resolving

broad issues and taking corrective actions if the project gets

off track. One of the most important roles of the steering

committee is that of “winning the managers.” The steering

committee needs to ensure that managers fully understand

the impact of a new HRIS system, that they are involved in

the implementation, and earn their support. This will not

only set an example and guideline for each committee

member's department, but also prepare the ground for

dealing with change-management issues. The steering

committee should be responsible for appointing a project

manager or project management team, as well as assuring

that the project is appropriately staffed. The project manager

should carry out team-building exercises for employees who

will have to work together, since many people who will be

assigned to the team may not have experience operating in

such an environment.

The HR analysts and the technical analysts must learn how to

work together to solve issues neither group can solve alone

such as data conversion and interfacing.

The project planning process needs to include not only the

technical tasks but also the processes and deadlines for

change management tasks. For those HR analysts who are

placed on the HRIS project team, their managers need to be

fully aware of the analyst roles in the project. Managers need

to review and possibly redefine the roles before, during and

after the implementation.

New job descriptions may need to be prepared and managers

need to brief employees about any changes and additional

responsibilities. Managers also must start back-filling the

positions left by the analysts to ensure their departments still

run smoothly and the analysts are not torn between working

in their departments vs. working on the HRIS project.

Not every person will be able to make the transition to a new

HRIS. Certain employees payroll clerks, benefits analysts,

IT support, and even managers -- may not want anything to

do with the new HRIS and the processes that come with it.

Instead of forcing them to make the transition, it is often

wiser to place them outside the HRIS-related organization in

roles appropriate for their skills.Atransition plan needs to be

constructed, and the steering committee must accept the fact

that there will be some turnover.

Likewise, employees who have demonstrated their interest

and ability to work with the new system and who have

gained substantial knowledge of it should be offered an

active system-support role together with a promotion. This

should motivate other employees to follow their colleagues'

paths and will discourage internal system experts leaving the

Supporting the HRIS

Recommendations for Success
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company for a higher-paying consulting job.

? Training technical and non-technical must be identified and

performed to help people make the transition to working

with the new HRIS and the new organization model. The

training needs to go beyond screen-prints and mouse-

clicking sequences to an explanation of how the new process

fits into the organization, its relationship to other processes,

and the execution steps in the process. Employees will have

to know the why as well as the how of the process.

Formalized cross-functional support teams are essential to

the steady operation of the HRIS. Firms can be successful by

patching together an informal organization of HR analysts

and IT analysts, but that loose-knit framework may not hold

up to the continued demands of HRIS support.Aformalized,

co-located team of HR and IT analysts will be most

effective.

Many firms also find it useful to preserve the steering

committee past HRIS implementation and into the

productive life of the HRIS. The steering committee is an

excellent group to monitor the ongoing quality of HRIS

operations, manage relationships with the HRIS vendor, and

clear the path for later HRIS upgrades or enhancements.

System manuals and both user and programming specifications

can also be a weak link because a potential criminal can quickly

discover how the documented system is supposed to work. But

without good documentation, serious difficulties can arise. Good

and clear documentation and the use of checklists can:

significantly reduce the number of errors and omissions

which people make

ease communications between departments

help to ensure operational continuity a prime objective of

security safe guards to deal with problems of equipment

failure and personnel turnover.

There must also be a procedure for reporting suspicious

incidents. It must be recognized that staff will not report things

when their friends are involved. To encourage the proper

response, it may therefore be advisable to permit reporting be

made in strict confidence and with no stigma attached to the

reporter, regardless the

outcome. All levels of employee must be encouraged to see

themselves security safeguards, the overall aim being to create a

secure environment.

To conclude, here is how the information processing will happen

for DECISION MAKING :

As with any major change, Proper planning is an absolute

necessity for successful implementation of an HRIS. The steps

outlined below describe the specific procedure involved in

successfully developing and implementing an HRIS.

The idea for having an HRIS must originate

somewhere. The originator of the idea should prepare a

preliminary report showing the need for and what it can do for

the organization. This preliminary report should be designed to

get management's attention. The most critical part of this step is

to clearly illustrate how an Human Resource InformationAnalyst

can assist management making certain decisions.

evaluates the present system and details the

benefits of HRIS. It evaluates the costs and benefits of an HRIS

by showing the labor and material savings compared to the cost

of the system. It also evaluates the intangible savings, such as

increased accuracy and fewer errors.

once the feasibility study has been

accepted and the resources allocated, a project team should be

selected.

A statement of requirements

specifies in detail what exactly the system should deliver. A large

part of the statement of requirements normally deals with the

details of the reports that will be produced. Naturally, the

statement also describes other specific requirements. This

typically includes written descriptions of how users collect and

prepare data, obtain approvals, complete forms, retrieve data,

and perform other technical tasks associated with the system use.

The key here is to make sure the mission of the HRIS truly

matches management's needs for an HRIS.

This step determines what hardware and

software are available that will best meet the organization's needs

for the lowest price. This is a difficult task. The best approach is

usually not to ask vendors of a particular package if they can meet

the organization's requirements but how they will meet those

requirements. The results of this analysis will determine whether

to purchase an “off-the-shelf” package or develop the system

internally.

after a vendor has been

selected, the contract must be negotiated. The contract stipulates

the vendor's responsibilities with regard to software, installation

service, maintenance, training, and documentation.

TRAINING usually begins as soon as possible after the contract

has been signed. First, the members of the project team are

trained to use the HRIS. Toward the end of the implementation,

the human resource representation will train managers from

other departments in how to submit information to the HRIS and

how to request information from it.

this step involves making changes to the

system to best fit the needs of the organization.

Prior to start-up of the system, data must be

collected and entered into the system.

Once the system has been tailored to the

organization need and the data entered, a period of testing

follows. The purpose of the testing phase is to verify the output of

the HRIS and to make sure it is doing what it is supposed to do.

All reports should be critically analyzed for accuracy.

begins when all data and current actions are put into the
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system and reports are produced. It is wise to attempt start-up

during a lull period so that as much time as possible can be

devoted to the HRIS. Even though the system has been tested,

some additional errors often surface during go live phase.

Even after the new HRIS has been tested; it

is desirable to run the new system in parallel with the old system

for a period of time. This allows for the outputs of both systems to

be compared and examined for any inaccuracies.

It normally takes several weeks or even months

for the human resource people to feel comfortable with the new

system. During this stabilization period, any remaining errors

and adjustments should be handled.

After HRIS has been in place for a reasonable period

of time, the system should be evaluated. Is the HRIS right for the

organization, and is it being properly used?

Thus, HRIS is an integral part of today's organization. With the

increase in competition, locally or globally, organizations must

become more adaptable, resilient, agile, and customer focussed

to succeed. And within this change in environment, the HR

professional has to evolve to become a strategic partner, an

employee sponsor or advocate, and a change mentor within the

organization. In order to succeed, HR must be a business driven

function with a thorough understanding of the organization's big

picture and be able to influence key decisions and policies. The

need of a strong, well developed and supported - HRIS system

cannot be debated especially for organizations having a multi-

locational presence. The HRIS helps in standardization of

processes, databases storage and retrieval at a centralized

location etc. which are required to take well informed decisions,

improving efficiencies, employee morale and productivity.
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